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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
France is a European Continental Law system where legislation is the primary source of law. French 
law makes a clear distinction between public and private law. The transposing legislation for Directive 
2004/38/EC falls under public law as it regulates relationships between the French administration and 
the persons.  
 
The main sources of law are: 
 
• The Constitution as well as the Preamble of the Constitution of 27 October 1946 and the 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of 26 August 1789. 
• Laws, which are adopted by Parliament. It should be noted that, according to Article 55 of the 

Constitution, international treaties ratified by France prevail over Acts of Parliament. 
• Ordinances: under Article 38 of the Constitution, the Government may ask the Parliament the 

authorisation to adopt, during a limited period, ordinances which regulate measures that should 
normally be regulated by law.  

• Regulations, which include decrees, which can be issued by the President or the Prime Minister, 
inter-ministerial or ministerial arrêtés, decisions (arrêtés) adopted by de-concentrated (e.g., the 
prefect) or decentralised (e.g., the department or the region) State authorities. 

 
In addition, circulars and instructions provide guidance to the administration relating to the 
implementation of the laws and decrees, or to clarify the interpretation of certain provisions. They are 
not always published and do not have a legal value. 
 
Jurisprudence also has an important role as it sets interpretation rules of the legal norms. 
 
2. Introduction to the main particularities of the French legal system relating to the 

transposition of the Directive 2004/38 
 
Under Article 34 of the Constitution, the Law is adopted by the Parliament and defines rules 
concerning civil rights and fundamental guarantees granted to citizens for exercising their public 
liberties.  
 
Law n°2003-1119 of 26 November 2003 authorised the Government to codify legislation regulating 
the status of foreigners by ordinances. The codification repealed in totality or in part the six main laws 
regulating this matter, in particular Ordinance n°45-2658 of 2 November 1945. The legislative part of 
the Code entered into force on 1 March 2005. The Regulatory Part entered into force the day of its 
publication on 15 November 2006.       
 
France is a decentralised State represented at the central level by the government and at the regional 
and departmental levels by prefects. Regions, departments and municipalities have jurisdiction over 
local issues and are also delegated responsibilities by the State. 
 
As the right of free circulation is considered as a fundamental liberty, the regulation of the conditions 
for exercising such a liberty are under the sole responsibility of the State and the territorial entities 
(decentralised authorities at regional and departmental levels) are not entitled to regulate this matter. 
The Constitutional Council has clearly stated so ‘if the principle of free administration of territorial 
entities has a constitutional value, it should not lead to the fact that the essential conditions of 
exercising a public liberty, and, consequently, all the guarantees that these include, would depend on 
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territorial entities decisions and thus could be not the same on the whole territory’.1 
 
3. Conclusions on the legal analysis of the transposing measures for Directive 2004/38 
 

a. Overview of how the requirements have been transposed 
 
In France, the legislation relating to entry and stay of foreigners, including EU citizens and their 
family members, has been codified by the Ordinance No 2004-1248 of 24 November 2004.  
 
The Code of Entry and Stay of Foreigners includes two parts: 
 
• The legislative part (partie legislative) includes Articles adopted by law and are numbered L.#. 

Of particular relevance are Law No 2006-911 of 24 July 2006 on immigration and integration 
(Loi n°2006-911 sur l’immigration et l’intégration) and some provisions of Law No 2007-1631 
of 20 November 2007 relating to the control of immigration, integration and asylum (loi n° 2007-
1631 relative à la maîtrise de l'immigration, à l'intégration et à l'asile). 

 
• The regulatory part (partie réglementaire) includes Articles R which are adopted by Decrees. Of 

particular relevance is Decree No 2007-371 of 21 March 2007 relating to the right of stay in 
France of European Union citizens, nationals from other State parties to the European Economic 
Space and from the Swiss Confederation, as well as their family members (Décret relatif au droit 
de séjour en France des citoyens de l'Union européenne, des ressortissants des autres Etats 
parties à l'Espace économique européen et de la Confédération suisse ainsi que des membres de 
leur famille). 

 
Both Law No 2006-911 of 24 July 2006 (for the legislative part) and Decree n°2007-371 of 21 March 
2007 (for the regulatory part) are the main instruments transposing Directive 2004/38/EC into French 
legislation. 
 
Some instructions, so-called ‘circulaires’, are also relevant: 
 
• Circulaire N°DSS/DACI/2007/418 of the Social Security Directorate of 23 November 2007 on 

granting Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie Universelle – CMU) or 
Complementary Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie Universelle complémentaire – 
CMUc) to European Union, European Economic Space and Switzerland who are residing or wish 
to reside in France as inactive, students or job seekers (Circulaire relative au bénéfice de la 
couverture maladie universelle de base (CMU) et de la couverture maladie universelle 
complémentaire (CMUc) des ressortissants de l’Union Européenne, de l’Espace économique 
européen et de la Suisse résidant ou souhaitant résider en France en tant qu’inactifs, étudiants 
ou demandeurs d’emploi). 

• Circulaire NOR/INT/D/06/00115/C of 22 December 2006 on conditions of admission for stay and 
expulsion of Romanian and Bulgarian nationals from 1 January 2007 (Circulaire sur les modalités 
d’admission au séjour et d’éloignement des ressortissants roumains et bulgares à partir du 1er 
janvier 2007). 

• Circulaire N°IMIDO0768184C of the Ministry of Immigration, Integration, National Idendity and 
Co-Development of 12 October 2007 on justifications requested from European Union citizens 
and assimilated persons to benefit, at their own request, of a residence card (Circulaire relative 
aux justificatifs exigibles des ressortissants de l’Union européenne et assimilés pour bénéficier, à 
leur demande, d’un titre de séjour). 

                                                 
1 ‘Le principe de libre administration des collectivités territoriales ne saurait conduire à ce que les conditions 
essentielles de mise en oeuvre des libertés publiques et, par suite, l'ensemble des garanties que celles-ci 
comportent dépendent des décisions de collectivités territoriales et, ainsi, puissent ne pas être les mêmes sur 
l'ensemble du territoire de la République.’ (Cons. Const. Decision of 17 January 2002, n°2001-454 DC, cons.12) 
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• Circulaire N° NOR/INT/D/04/00134/C of 30 October 2004 of the Ministry of Interior, Internal 
Security and local freedoms ‘Conditions of examination of applications for being admitted to stay 
submitted by aliens in illegal situation in the framework of the provisions of the Ordinance of 2 
November 1945 as modified (Circulaire du Ministère de l’intérieur, de la sécurité intérieure et 
des libertés locales ‘Conditions d’examen des demandes d’admission au séjour déposées par des 
ressortissants étrangers en situation irrégulière dans le cadre des dispositions de l’ordonnance du 
2 novembre 1945 modifiée). 

• Circulaire N° 2008-1013 of 12 June 2008 of the Ministry of Education on Conditions for granting 
grants for higher education on the basis of social criteria and support based on merit and for 
international mobility (‘Modalités d’attribution des bourses d’enseignement supérieur sur critères 
sociaux et des aides au mérite et à la mobilité internationale - année 2008-2009’, NOR : 
ESRS0800122C, RLR : 452-0 ; 452-4, B.O. n° 26 du 26 juin 2008). 

• Circulaire N° 2008-024 of 18 June 2008 of the National Caisse d’Allocations Familiales on 
European Citizens’ right of residence (Circulaire de la Direction des politiques familiale et 
sociale de la CNAF ‘Droit au séjour des ressortissants communautaires’). 

 
These instructions provide important indications on how the administration has to interpret and to 
apply the regulations, but cannot guarantee a uniform application, especially as they are not 
necessarily binding on the administration. For this reason, these administrative guidelines do not allow 
assessing the correctness of the transposition, but they give a fair picture of usual administrative 
practice. 
 

b. Conformity problems and complete and accurate transposition 
 
Requirements of Directive 2004/38 are mainly correctly transposed. This is especially the case for the 
most important requirements that are directly related to the right of entry or residence. Transposition is 
more problematic concerning public order, procedural safeguards and related rights. 
 

1. Transposition issues related to situation of family members 
 
Concerning the situation of family members, one serious conformity issue has been identified 
concerning the facilitation of entry and residence for other family members and partners (Articles 
3(2)(a) and (b)). France has taken no specific measure to transpose these provisions. With regard to 
entry and residence of other family members, the existing rule gives the exceptional possibility to 
grant a right of residence to other family members under very restrictive conditions for humanitarian 
purposes. Furthermore, this provision allows only the granting of a right of residence for cases where 
serious health grounds strictly require the personal care of the family member by the Union citizen, 
but this is certainly not a general facilitation of entry and residence for dependants or members of the 
household. In relation to partners, there is no specific facilitation for the partner with whom the Union 
citizen has a durable relationship duly attested. There could only be a very partial transposition for 
partners who contracted a French registered partnership, PACS, but this does not cover foreign 
registered partnerships. Such facilitation seems particularly necessary, as France does not assimilate 
registered partnerships to marriage under Article 2(2). In other cases, the common rules, which set up 
very demanding conditions, apply. However, it should be noted that in Circulaire N° 2008-024 of 18 
June 2008 on the right of residence of European citizens, it is specified that the residence right 
recognised to the European citizen extends to all its family members including its partner or partner 
under a PACS. 
 

2. Transposition issues regarding the obligation to register and the 
calculation of the periods of residence.  

 
The most important conformity issue under Article L 121-2 Ceseda, in its version resulting from the 
Law of 20 November 2007, is that it establishes that foreigners who do not respect the obligation to 
register are considered as residing in France for less than three months. A possible interpretation 
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would be to consider that the non-registration stops all rights which are linked to a residence of more 
than three months, which would be a very important conformity issue. For this reason, Article L 121-2 
creates legal uncertainty, which should be considered as a case of incorrect transposition.  
 

3. Lack of transposition of Article 7(3): retention of the status of worker 
 
French legislation does not state that workers or self-employed persons retain the “status of worker” in 
the situations listed by the Directive, but only that they retain the right of residence. 
 

4. Transposition issue related to equal treatment 
 
Concerning equal treatment, there is no specific transposition of Article 24(1). Equal treatment could 
be ensured through the application of Article 12 of the EC Treaty, which is directly applicable in 
France, to which French courts can refer and that must be respected by legislative and executive 
authorities. However, as there is no specific transposition of the general principle of equal treatment, 
France has not correctly transposed the Directive. Despite this, when considering specific benefits, 
transposition is generally correct. In addition, concerning Article 24(2), the French legislation is 
generally in accordance with the Directive. 
 

5. Transposition issues related to general provisions concerning residence 
documents 

 
An important conformity issue in practice is related to Article 25 of the Directive and the general 
provisions concerning residence documents. With regard to residence card or permanent residence 
card, the relevant provisions of Ceseda specify that 'the entitlement to the right of residence is not 
subordinated to the possession of this card'. Such wording is included in the provisions relating to 
different optional residence cards, as well as to permanent resident cards (Article R.121-10 to 13). 
This is not as precise as the wording of the Directive and the one used in Article R121-5 of Ceseda, 
which transposes effectively Article 25 with regard to the registration certificate. In addition, such a 
sentence is not included in the equivalent provision related to a third country family member. In 
addition, the provision does not refer to the application for a family member residence card. Therefore, 
the transposition is considered incomplete.  
 

6. Transposition issues related to the loss of right of entry and residence 
(public order) 

 
Transposition on this point is deficient. First, there is no provision dealing with systematic verification 
whether the conditions of the right of residence are fulfilled in French legislation. In practice, 
verification is not systematic. However, the lack of transposition is considered here as a case of non-
conformity as it does not ensure sufficient legal security. This insecurity is illustrated by the Circulaire 
of 22 December 2006 on Rumanian and Bulgarian Citizens, as it invites verification of those 
categories of EU citizens with more accuracy if the conditions of entry and residence are fulfilled. 
 
Second, the principles included in Article 27 are not specifically transposed, and general foreigners’ 
law applies to EU citizens, with only few exceptions. The system existing in France seems not in 
conformity with the Directive on many points, as it is excessively complicated, and does not ensure 
sufficient protection of the citizens’ right of free movement. Several different types of measures are 
possible in France: denial of entry at the border, obligation to leave the French territory (obligation de 
quitter le territoire français – OQTF), sending back to the borders (mesure de reconduite à la 
frontière pénale (see Article 33) or administrative (see Article 27)), and expulsion stricto sensu (both 
ordinary and extraordinary). For none of them, all the specific protections of the Directive are 
transposed. Moreover, in case of “absolute urgency”, no protection is granted to the individual at all. 
This is a very important case of non-conformity. The possibility for a person to apply for lifting of the 
expulsion order is not correctly transposed. Finally, French legislation provides the possibility of 
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exclusions as a custodial penalty, but does not ensure in such a case that the requirements of the 
Directive are respected. 
  

7. Transposition issues related to procedural safeguards (procedural spots) 
 

The general administrative law provides the obligation to notify any individual unfavorable 
administrative decision. Further precisions only exist for expulsion stricto sensu. For expulsions, all 
specific safeguards are excluded in case of "absolute urgency". This is a very clear infringement, as 
the person concerned does not even have to be informed about the expulsion measure. Furthermore, 
even in the other cases, there is no clear indication that the person has to be informed in a way that 
he/she is able to comprehend the decision content. General administrative law provides the obligation 
to motivate acts, but no legislation or regulation gives the obligation to inform precisely and in full the 
grounds on which the decision is based. Article L 511-1 Ceseda excludes from the obligation to give 
written reasons for some expulsion measures, and provides an exception only for EU citizens, but not 
for their family members. This is another clear case of non-conformity. A clear transposition of the 
obligation to specify the administrative authority and court only exists for expulsions stricto sensu. 
This is an instance of incomplete transposition. The time allowed to leave the territory is correctly 
transposed for all administrative expulsion measures, but not for criminal sanctions. 
 
Additional conformity issues have been identified, as on the one hand, the specific judicial redress 
procedures for expulsions are not considered as providing sufficient protection of the right of defence 
(in particular, this is linked to the fact that the procedure is too expeditious – 72 hours), and, on the 
other hand, expulsions which are pronounced under "absolute urgency" are not subject to the specific 
protection system. In such cases, taking effective recourse to the courts is quite hypothetical, as 
execution can be enforced without any protection of the person’s rights of defence. For expulsions 
stricto sensu, there is no indication that application for appeal or application for an interim order to 
suspend expulsion has the effect of suspension. Under application of general administrative law, a 
"référé suspension" is always possible, but the simple application for such a référé suspension does not 
oblige the administration not to remove the concerned person. The redress procedure is subject to 
general administrative law, which is largely jurisprudential in France. As a result, for EU citizens, the 
judge makes an "ordinary control", which would probably be in accordance with the Directive. 
However, it is not certain that for family members, there is an ordinary control, and not just a control 
of "appreciation of an evident error". Furthermore, the judges do not verify all conditions laid down in 
the Directive, as those are not correctly transposed in French legislation. Especially important is that 
they do not verify proportionality with regards to the conditions of Article 28, but only in reference to 
Article 8 ECHR and the protection of family life. Another conformity issue results from the fact that 
France does not explicitly provide the possibility for the individual concerned to defend themself in 
person if he/she is expelled during the redress procedure. 
 

8. Transposition issues related to sanctions 
 
French sanctions seem disproportionate. Especially the possibility to pronounce a ban of ten years on 
entering the territory: a criminal sanction for infringements of the aliens legislation since this is as a 
consequence of illegal entry and/or residence pursuant to Article L 624-2 Ceseda and not as 
consequence of a threat to public order. For this reason this is considered an instance of non-
conformity. Moreover, Article L121-2 Ceseda providing that foreigners who do not respect the 
obligation to register are considered as residing in France for less than three months is a case of a non-
effective and disproportionate sanction. 
 

c. Conclusions of the legal analysis of the transposing measures for Directive 2004/38/EC. 
 
In summary, the French authorities made an accurate transposition in the area of the right of entry and 
residence of Union citizens. However, serious conformity problems exist concerning the restrictions 
on the right of entry and the right of residence on grounds of public policy and public security, for 
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which the French authorities have taken no specific transposition measures, whereas the existing 
French system does not seem in conformity with the Directive. These non-conformity issues are 
mostly related to the possibility to take such measures, as well as the procedural safeguards guaranteed 
by the Directive, which are considered insufficient. Moreover, the “facilitation” of entry and residence 
of family members not directly covered by the Directive is insufficient. 

 
i. Summary of conformity problems 

 
This is a quick overview of the conformity problems, with the exception of minor conformity issues. 

 
1. Incomplete transposition or non-transposition 

 
- Article 3(2)(a): Facilitation of entry and residence for other family members. 

This Article is very incompletely transposed, as France only provides the exceptional 
possibility of according a right of residence in order to avoid a particular hardship. This might 
cover the situation where serious health grounds strictly require the personal care of the family 
member by the Union citizen, but is certainly not a facilitation of entry and residence for 
dependants or members of the household. 

- Article 3(2)(b): Facilitation of entry and residence for partners. 
This Article is very incompletely transposed, because France has no specific measure for the 
partner with whom the Union citizen has a durable relationship, duly attested. There could 
only be a very partial transposition for French registered partnerships, PACS, which does not 
cover foreign registered partnerships.  

- Article 3, last paragraph: Extensive examination of personal circumstances of other family 
members and partners.  
Under general administrative rules, the authorities are required to examine if the conditions 
laid down in any legislation are fulfilled, and to justify any denial of right, but do not oblige 
the administration to undertake an “extensive” examination of the personal circumstances. 
Moreover, an exception on the obligation to give written reasons exists for some decisions 
covered by this Article, which consequently do not require written reasons to be give. On this 
point the Directive is not entirely transposed. 

- Article 8(5): documents Member States may require for the registration certificate to be issued 
to family members of Union citizens in cases falling under Articles 3(2)(a) and (b). 
France has not transposed these Articles, and therefore no transposition of Article 8(5) exists. 

- Article 14(2): Verification if conditions of freedom of movement are fulfilled. There is no 
clear indication that verifications can only be carried out in specific cases, where is a 
reasonable doubt, and that they shall not be carried out systematically. 

- Article 15(1): procedural safeguards: Most of the requirements set up by Articles 30 and 31 of 
the Directive are not implemented (language, precise and full information, indication of 
possibility of appeal). 

- Article 19(2): Document certifying permanent residence for Union citizens: French legislation 
does not specify that the document shall be issued as soon as possible. 

- Article 25(1): General provisions concerning residence documents. The wording used by 
French legislation is less precise than the Directive and it does not cover the third country 
family members. 

- Article 27(1): General principles. French legislation does not precisely provide that grounds of 
public order and public policy shall not be invoked to serve economic ends 

- Article 27(2): Definition of serious threat and prohibition of justifications that are isolated 
from the particulars case or considerations of general prevention. French legislation is very 
incomplete. 

- 27(3): Information concerning previous police records. 
French legislation does not transpose this Article. 

- 27(4): Right for nationals to re-enter national territory. 
The second part of Article 27(4) (case when the holder’s nationality is in dispute) has not been 
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specifically transposed. 
- 28: Protection against expulsion. 

French legislation does not transpose Article 28(1).  
- Article 30(1): Notification of decisions. 

For expulsions, all specific safeguards are excluded on case of "absolute urgency". 
Furthermore, even in the other cases, there is no clear indication that the person has to be 
informed in a way that he/she is able to comprehend its content. 

- Article 30(2): Notification of decisions. 
General administrative law provides the obligation to give written reasons for decisions, but 
no legislation or regulation gives the obligation to inform precisely and in full about the 
grounds on which the decision is based. 

- Article 30(3): Notification of decisions. 
A clear transposition of the obligation to specify the administrative authority and court only 
exists for expulsions stricto sensu, and the time allowed to leave the territory is not correctly 
transposed for criminal sanctions. 

- Article 31(1): Procedural safeguards. 
Conformity issue appears, as the specific judicial redress procedures on expulsions are not 
considered as providing sufficient protection of the right of defence, and as expulsions which 
are pronounced under "absolute urgency" are not subject to the specific protection system, and 
effectively make recourse to the courts quite hypothetical as execution can be enforced 
without any protection of the persons rights of defense. 

- Article 31(2): Procedural safeguards. 
This Article is very incompletely transposed, as transposition does not cover expulsions stricto 
sensu. 

- Article 31(3): Procedural safeguards concerning examination of the legality and the 
proportionality of the decision. 
French legislation does not clearly provide that the redress procedure shall allow for an 
examination of the facts and circumstances on which the measure is based, nor that it has to 
ensure that the decision is proportionate, particularly in view of the requirements laid down in 
Article 28 of the Directive. 

- Article 31(4): Possibility for an excluded person to submit its defence in person. 
French legislation does not explicitly provide the possibility for excluded persons to submit 
their defence in person. 

- Article 32(1): Duration of exclusion orders. 
This Article is very incompletely transposed. 

- Article 33(2): Expulsion as a penalty or legal consequence. 
Lifting of a territorial interdiction must always be requested by the concerned person, with 
very restrictive conditions, and France does not require the authorities to check if the threat to 
public order is still present. 

 
2. Incorrect or imprecise/ambiguous transposition 

 
ii. Incorrect transposition 

 
- Article 6(1): Right of residence for up to three months.  

There is no reference to jobseekers guaranteeing them that they will be able to reside for a 
minimum of six months.  

- Article 7(1)(c), 2°: Right of residence for more than 3 months for students. 
The French provision is less detailed as it does not specify by which means the person can 
assure that they have sufficient resources.  

- Article 7(3): retention of the status of worker. 
The French legislation only grants the retention of the right of residence and not the retention 
of the status of worker.  

- Article 7(4): Facilitation of entry and residence for other family members of students. 
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France does not facilitate entry and residence of family members other than the core family of 
students. France has not correctly transposed Article 3(2). 

- Article 8(1): Administrative formalities for Union citizens. 
In relation to job seekers and the obligation to register for residence of more than three 
months, and referring to Recital 9 of the Directive, the wording used by the French legislation 
actually excludes job seekers, as these are not covered by the categories listed in Article 
L.121-1. 

- Article 9(2): Delay for submitting application for residence card. 
The deadline for submitting the residence card application is two month from the date of 
arrival, and not three as stated in the Directive. 

- Article 9(3) Sanction for failure to apply for a residence card. 
The amount of the fine for failure to apply for the card is considered disproportionate 

- Article 10(1): Issue of residence card. 
The title of the French residence card is different than the title provided for in the Directive 
and specifies ‘all professional activities’. 

- Article 20(2) Sanction for failure to apply for a permanent residence card 
The amount of the fine for failure to apply for the card is considered as disproportionate 

- Article 22(2): Territorial scope of the right of residence. 
Ceseda provides the possibility to impose territorial restrictions on the right of residence only 
for foreigners. There is no mention that such restrictions could not apply to EU citizens. 

- Article 23: Right to take up employment or self employment. 
French legislation does not state this right clearly. Difficulties concern the family members of 
Union citizens especially. 

- Article 24(1): Equal treatment. 
There is no specific transposition measure establishing a general principle of equal treatment. 

- Article 26: Checks. 
All foreigners are required to always carry with them the documents authorising them to 
circulate or stay in France. A similar obligation for French citizens to always carry their 
identity card does not exist. 

- Article 33(1): Expulsion as a penalty or legal consequence. 
French legislation allows expulsions as penalties, but does not guarantee the rights granted by 
the Directive. 

- Article 35: Abuse of rights. 
French sanctions are considered disproportionate. In addition, the procedural safeguards 
provided for in Articles 30 and 31 are incorrectly and incompletely guaranteed under the 
French system. 

- Article 36: Sanctions. 
French sanctions seem disproportionate. 

- Article 40: delay for transposition. 
Transposition was completed on 21 March 2007. 

 
iii. Imprecise/ambiguous transposition 

 
- Article 8(2): delay for registration. 

The deadline for registration is within three months of arrival. This is not in conformity with 
the Directive, which provides that the deadline cannot be less than three months. Moreover, 
the French provision also provides that if the person has not registered, s/he is considered as 
residing in France for less than three months. Finally, the French system is rather ambiguous 
as another procedure is put in place by the French legislation, which allows the EU citizen or 
his/her family member to apply for specific residence card. This case of ambiguous 
transposition is also valid for Article 8(3) to (5). 

- Article 8(3): Administrative formalities for students. 
France does not clearly prohibit that the declaration of students does not have to refer to any 
specific amount of resources, even if there is no legislation fixing a specific amount of 
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resources. 
- Article 20(3): interruption of permanent residence not exceeding two years. 

Article R.122-3 states that the continuity of residence for benefiting and maintaining the 
right to permanent residence is not affected by temporary absence not exceeding 6 months 
per year and longer periods linked to specific conditions e.g., military service. This 
formulation is ambiguous as ‘maintaining the right to permanent residence’ could be 
interpreted as referring to the validity of the permanent residence card. 



 

 
SUMMARY DATASHEET 
 

1. Transposing legislation 
 
The main transposing Acts are Law No 2006-911 of 24 July 2006 on immigration and integration (Loi 
n°2006-911 sur l’immigration et l’intégration) and Decree n° 2007-371 of 21 March 2007. These Acts 
are, however, not the only relevant transposition measures, as on the one hand they have been 
amended, and on the other, they do not cover all domains concerned by the Directive.  
 
The relevant national transposition measures are: 
• Code on Entry and Stay of Foreigners and Right to Asylum (Code de l'entrée et du séjour des 

étrangers et du droit d'asile), as amended by Law No 2006-911 of 24 July 2006 on immigration 
and integration (Loi n°2006-911 sur l’immigration et l’intégration), Law n° 2007-1631 of 20 
November 2007 and Decree n° 2007-371 of 21 March 2007 (Ceseda) 

• Social Action and Family Code (Code de l’action sociale et des familles), consolidated version of 
3 April 2008 (Social Action and Family Code) 

• Social Security Code (Code de sécurité sociale), consolidated version of 1st April 2008 
• Criminal Code (Code pénal), consolidated version of 7 March 2008 (Criminal Code) 
• Criminal Procedure Code (Code de procédure pénale), consolidated version of 30 April 2008 

(Criminal Procedure Code) 
• Administrative Justice Code (Code de justice administrative), consolidated version of 6 January 

2008 (CJA) 
• General Tax Code (Code général des impôts), consolidated version of 3 April 2008 
• Law n° 99-944 of 15 November 1999 on Civil Pact of Solidarity (Loi n°99-944 relative au pacte 

civil de solidarité) (Law 99-944) 
• Décret n° 55-1397 du 22 octobre 1955 modifié instituant la carte nationale d'identité (Decree 55-

1397) 
• Loi n°79-587 du 11 juillet 1979 relative à la motivation des actes administratifs et à l'amélioration 

des relations entre l'administration et le public (Law 79-587) 
 
Some instructions, so-called ‘circulaires’, are also relevant: 
• Circulaire N°DSS/DACI/2007/418 of the Social Security Directorate of 23 November 2007 on 

granting Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie Universelle – CMU) or Complementary 
Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie Universelle complémentaire – CMUc) to 
European Union, European Economic Space and Switzerland who are residing or wish to reside in 
France as inactive, students or job seekers (Circulaire relative au bénéfice de la couverture maladie 
universelle de base (CMU) et de la couverture maladie universelle complémentaire (CMUc) des 
ressortissants de l’Union Européenne, de l’Espace économique européen et de la Suisse résidant 
ou souhaitant résider en France en tant qu’inactifs, étudiants ou demandeurs d’emploi) 

• Circulaire NOR/INT/D/06/00115/C of 22 December 2006 on conditions of admission for stay and 
expulsion of Romanian and Bulgarian nationals from 1 January 2007 (Circulaire sur les modalités 
d’admission au séjour et d’éloignement des ressortissants roumains et bulgares à partir du 1er 
janvier 2007). 

• Circulaire N°IMIDO0768184C of the Ministry of Immigration, Integration, National Idendity and 
Co-Development of 12 October 2007 on justifications requested from European Union citizens 
and assimilated persons to benefit, at their own request, of a residence card (Circulaire relative aux 
justificatifs exigibles des ressortissants de l’Union européenne et assimilés pour bénéficier, à leur 
demande, d’un titre de séjour) 

• Circulaire N° NOR/INT/D/04/00134/C of 30 October 2004 of the Ministry of Interior, Internal 
Security and local freedoms ‘Conditions of examination of applications for being admitted to stay 
submitted by aliens in illegal situation in the framework of the provisions of the Ordinance of 2 
November 1945 as modified (Circulaire du Ministère de l’intérieur, de la sécurité intérieure et des 
libertés locales ‘Conditions d’examen des demandes d’admission au séjour déposées par des 
ressortissants étrangers en situation irrégulière dans le cadre des dispositions de l’ordonnance du 2 



 

novembre 1945 modifiée) 
• Circulaire N° 2008-1013 of 12 June 2008 of the Ministry of Education on Conditions for granting 

grants for higher education on the basis of social criteria and support based on merit and for 
international mobility (‘Modalités d’attribution des bourses d’enseignement supérieur sur critères 
sociaux et des aides au mérite et à la mobilité internationale - année 2008-2009’, NOR : 
ESRS0800122C, RLR : 452-0 ; 452-4, B.O. n° 26 du 26 juin 2008) 

 
2. Assessment of the transposition 

 
The following conformity issues exist for France. They are organised pursuant to the type of 
conformity issues and then presented in the order of the Directive’s Articles. 
 

• Incomplete transposition or non-transposition 
 
Article 3(2)(a) Facilitation of entry and residence for other family members. 

This Article is very incompletely transposed as France only provides the 
exceptional possibility of according a right of residence in order to avoid 
a particular hardship. This might cover the situation where serious health 
grounds strictly require the personal care of the family member by the 
Union citizen, but is certainly not a facilitation of entry and residence for 
dependants or members of the household. 

Article 3(2)(b) 
 

Facilitation of entry and residence for partners. 
This Article is very incompletely transposed because France has no 
specific measure for the partner with whom the Union citizen has a 
durable relationship, duly attested. There could only be a very partial 
transposition for French registered partnerships, PACS, but which does 
not cover foreign registered partnerships.  

Article 3 last 
paragraph 

Extensive examination of personal circumstances of other family 
members and partners.  
Application of general administrative rules gives the authorities the 
obligation to examine if conditions laid down in any legislation are 
fulfilled, and to justify any denial of right, but do not oblige the 
administration to undertake an “extensive” examination of the personal 
circumstances. Moreover, an exception on the obligation of providing 
written reasons exists for some decisions covered by this Article, which 
consequently means that written reasons are not required. On this point 
the Directive is not entirely transposed. 

Article 15(1) Procedural safeguards. 
Most of the requirements set up by Articles 30 and 31 of the Directive are 
not implemented (language, precise and full information, indication of 
possibility of appeal). 

Article 27(1) General principles. 
French legislation does not provide that grounds of public order and 
public policy shall not be invoked to serve economic ends. 

Article 27(2) Definition of serious threat and prohibition of justifications that are 
isolated from the particulars case or considerations of general prevention. 
French legislation is very incomplete. 

Article 27(3) Information concerning previous police records. 
French legislation does not transpose this Article. 

Article 27(4) Right for nationals to re-enter national territory. 
The second part of Article 27(4) (case when the nationality of the holder 
is in dispute) has not been specifically transposed. 

Article 28(1) Protection against expulsion. 
French legislation does not transpose Article 28(1).  



 

Article 30(1) Notification of decisions. 
For expulsions, all specific safeguards are excluded in case of "absolute 
urgency". Furthermore, even in the other cases, there is no clear 
indication that the person has to be informed in a way that he/she is able 
to comprehend its content. 

Article 30(2) Notification of decisions. 
General administrative law provides the obligation to motivate acts, but 
no legislation or regulation gives the obligation to inform precisely and in 
full the grounds on which the decision is based. 

Article 30(3) Notification of decisions. 
A clear transposition of the obligation to specify the administrative 
authority and court only exists for expulsions stricto sensu, and the time 
allowed to leave the territory is not correctly transposed for criminal 
sanctions. 

Article 31(1) Procedural safeguards. 
Conformity issue appear because the specific judicial redress procedures 
on expulsions is not considered as providing a sufficient protection of the 
right of defence and as expulsions which are pronounced under "absolute 
urgency" are not subject to the specific protection system. This makes an 
effective recourse to the courts quite hypothetical, as expulsion can be 
enforced without any protection of the persons rights of defence. 

Article 31(2) Procedural safeguards. 
This Article is very incompletely transposed as transposition does not 
cover expulsions stricto sensu. 

Article 31(3) Procedural safeguards concerning examination of the legality and the 
proportionality of the decision. 
French legislation does not clearly provide that the redress procedure 
shall allow for an examination of the facts and circumstances on which 
the measure is based, nor that it has to ensure that the decision is not 
disproportionate, particularly in view of the requirements laid down in 
Article 28 of the Directive. 

Article 31(4) Possibility for an excluded person to submit its defence in person. 
French legislation does not explicitly provide the possibility for excluded 
persons to submit its defence in person. 

Article 32(1) Duration of exclusion orders. 
This Article is very incompletely transposed. 

Article 33(1) Expulsion as a penalty or legal consequence. 
French legislation allows expulsions as penalties, but does not guarantee 
the rights granted by the Directive. 

Article 33(2) Expulsion as a penalty or legal consequence. 
Lifting of a territorial interdiction must always be requested by the 
concerned person, with very restrictive conditions, and France does not 
require the authorities to check if the threat to public order is still present. 

 
• Incorrect or imprecise/ambiguous transposition 
 

i. Incorrect transposition 
 
Article 6(1) Right of residence for up to six months for job seekers.  

The minimum period of six months has not been guaranteed.  
Article 7(1)(c) Right of residence for more than 3 months for students. 

The French provision is less detailed as it does not specify by which 
means the person can assure that they have sufficient resources. 

Article 7(3) Retention of the Status of worker:  



 

The French legislation only grants the retention of the right of residence 
and not the retention  of the status of worker 

Article 7(4) Article 7(4): Facilitation of entry and residence for other family members 
of students. 
France does not facilitate entry and residence of other family members 
than the core family of students, as France has not correctly transposed 
Article 3(2). 

Article 8(1) Article 8(1): Administrative formalities for Union citizens. 
In relation to job seekers and the obligation to register for residence of 
more than three months, and referring to Recital 9 of the Directive, the 
wording used by the French legislation actually excludes job seekers, as 
these are not covered by the categories listed in Article L.121-1. 

Article 9(2) Article 9(2): Delay for submitting application for residence card. 
The deadline for submitting the residence card application is two months 
from the date of arrival, and not three as stated in the Directive. 

Article 9(3) Residence card – sanctions 
The amount of the fine for failure to apply for the card is considered 
disproportionate. 

Article 10(1) Article 10(1): issue of residence card. 
The title of the French residence card is different than the title provided 
for in the Directive and specifies ‘all professional activities’. 

Article 20(2) Permanent residence card – sanctions 
The amount of the fine for failure to apply for the card is considered 
disproportionate. 

Article 22(2) Territorial scope of the right of residence. 
Ceseda provides for the possibility to impose territorial restrictions on the 
right of residence only for foreigners. There is no mention that such 
restrictions could not apply to EU citizens. 

Article 23 Right to take up employment or self employment. 
French legislation does not state this right clearly. Difficulties concern 
especially the family members of Union citizens. 

Article 24(1) Equal treatment. 
There is no specific transposition measure providing equal treatment. 

Article 25(1) General provisions concerning residence documents. 
The wording used by French legislation is less precise than the Directive 
and it does not cover third country family members. 

Article 26 Checks. 
All foreigners are required to always carry with them the documents 
authorising them to circulate or stay in France. A similar obligation for 
French citizens to always carry with them their identity card does not 
exist. 

Article 29(1) Definition of diseases justifying measures restricting freedom of 
movement. 
French legislation does not precisely define the term of “public health”. 

Article 35 Abuse of rights. 
French sanctions are considered as disproportionate. In addition, the 
procedural safeguards provided for in Articles 30 and 31 are incorrectly 
and incompletely guaranteed under the French system. 

Article 36 Sanctions. 
French sanctions seem disproportionate. 

Article 40 Delay for transposition. 
Transposition was completed on 21 March 2007. 

 
ii. Imprecise/ambiguous transposition 



 

 
Article 8(2) Delay for registration. 

The deadline for registration is within three months of arrival. This is not 
in conformity with the Directive, which provides that the deadline cannot 
be less than three months. Moreover, the French provision also provides 
that if the person has not registered, s/he is considered as residing in 
France for less than three months. Finally, the French system is rather 
ambiguous as another procedure is put in place by French legislation, 
which allows the EU citizen or their family members to apply for a 
specific residence card. 

Article 8(3) Administrative formalities for students. 
France does not clearly prohibit that the declaration of students does not 
have to refer to any specific amount of resources, even if there is no 
legislation fixing a specific amount of resources. 

Article 20(3) Interruption of permanent residence not exceeding two years. 
Article R.122-3 states that the continuity of residence for benefiting and 
maintaining the right to permanent residence is not affected by 
temporary absence not exceeding 6 months per year and longer periods 
linked to specific conditions e.g., military service. This formulation is 
ambiguous as ‘maintaining the right to permanent residence’ could be 
interpreted as referring to the validity of the permanent residence card. 

 
 

• Minor instances of non-conformity  
 
 
Article 8(5) Documents Member States may require for the registration certificate to 

be issued to family members of Union citizens in cases falling under 
Article 3(2)(a) and Article 3(2)(b). 
No transposition of Article 8(5) exists. 

Article 10(2)(e) 
and (f) 

Article 10(2)(e) and (f): residence documents for family members falling 
under Article 3(2)(a) and Article 3(2)(b). 
No transposition of Article 8(5) exists. The temporary residence card 
issued by French authorities for reasons of “private and family life” 
cannot be assimilated to the residence card referred to in the Directive. 

Article 14(2) Verification if conditions of freedom of movement are fulfilled. 
There is no clear indication that verifications can only be carried out in 
specific cases, where there is a reasonable doubt, and that they shall not 
be carried out systematically. 

Article 19(2) Article 19(2): documents certifying permanent residence for Union 
citizens. 
French legislation does not specify that the document shall be issued as 
soon as possible. 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED 
 
 
• Art:  Article  
• Cf:   confer 
• Abs.:  Absatz (subparagraph) 
• Nr.:  number 
• ECJ:  European Court of Justice 
• TEC:  Treaty establishing the European Community 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

This conformity study analyses in detail the provisions of Directive 2004/38/EC on the free movement 
of EU citizens in its consolidated version, and it compares it with the legislation in place in France.  

Directive 2004/38/EC repealed the earlier Directives on free movement of persons (Directives 
64/221/EEC, 68/360/EEC, 72/194/EEC, 73/148/EEC, 75/34/EEC, 75/35/EEC, 90/364/EEC, 
90/365/EEC and 93/96/EEC) as from 30 April 2006.  
 
EU citizenship gives every Union citizen the right to move and to reside freely within the territory of 
the Member States. The facilitation and promotion of this right, which is at the same time one of the 
fundamental freedoms of the internal market, is the objective of Directive 2004/38/EC. A second 
objective of Directive 2004/38/EC was to codify and review the various pieces of legislation and case-
law dealing with this issue.  
 
Free movement as a fundamental freedom of the internal market 
 
Free movement is one of the fundamental freedoms of the internal market and can therefore only be 
restricted in a limited number of pre-determined circumstances. Thus, national legislation cannot adopt 
more restrictive legislation than provided for in the Directive.  
 
Directive 2004/38/EC introduces, on the one hand, a uniform approach regarding the formalities that 
Member States can impose upon EU citizens residing in their territory. These formalities are expressly 
established in the Directive and restricted in function of the duration of the stay in the Member States.  
 
• For a stay of less than three months, the only formality a Member State can impose is the 

presentation of a valid passport or national identity card.  
 
• For residence of more than three months, a Member State can only require the EU citizen to register 

in the population register of the place of residence. This registration needs to be validated 
immediately if a certain number of conditions are complied with. The Member State can only 
require the EU citizen to present proof that he/she is a worker, self-employed person, student or has 
sufficient resources not to become a burden upon the social security system of the Member State. 
Member States cannot lay down a fixed amount of what they consider to be “sufficient resources”, 
but must always take into account the personal situation of the person concerned. Family members 
of the EU citizen will have to present an identity document and proof of the family link to an EU 
citizen.  

 
• After five years of continuous residence in a Member State, an EU citizen obtains a right to 

permanent residence. The host Member State shall issue a document certifying permanent 
residence. A permanent resident has the right to be treated equally to a national of the Member 
State.  

 
On the other hand, the Directive also determines and clarifies the only acceptable reasons for 
restriction of the free movement of citizens by Member State authorities, namely for reasons of public 
order, public security and public health. (For the interpretation and conditions of such exceptions, it is 
important to rely upon the case law of the Court of Justice.)  
 
These measures guarantee strong protection against expulsion for EU citizens who have been long-
term residents in another Member State. Such measures need to be proportionate and shall always look 
at the personal conduct of the individual concerned which must represent a “genuine, present and 
sufficiently serious threat affecting one of the fundamental interests of society”. In addition, the 
Directive establishes some procedural safeguards in case an expulsion decision is considered.  
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1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN FRANCE 
 
France is a European Continental Law system where legislation is the primary source of law. French 
law makes a clear distinction between public law and private law. The transposing legislation for 
Directive 2004/38/EC fall under public law as it regulates relationships between the French 
administration and the persons.  
 
The main sources of law: 
 
• The Constitution as well as the Preamble of the Constitution of 27 October 1946 and the 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of 26 August 1789 
• Laws, which are adopted by Parliament. It should be noted that, according to Article 55 of the 

Constitution, international treaties ratified by France prevail over Acts of Parliament. 
• Ordinances: under Article 38 of the Constitution, the Government may ask the Parliament the 

authorisation to adopt, during a limited period, ordinances which regulate measures that should 
normally be regulated by law.  

• Regulations, which include decrees, which can be issued by the President or the Prime Minister, 
interministerial or ministerial arrêtés, decisions (arrêtés) adopted by de-concentrated (e.g., the 
prefect) or decentralised (e.g., the department or the region) State authorities. 

 
In addition, circulars and instructions provide guidance to the administration relating to the 
implementation of the laws and decrees, or to clarify the interpretation of certain provisions. They are 
not always published and do not have a legal value. 
 
Jurisprudence also has an important role as it sets interpretation rules of the legal norms. 
 

1.2 FRAMEWORK FOR TRANSPOSITION & IMPLEMENTATION OF DIRECTIVE 2004/38/EC 
IN FRANCE 

 
1.2.1 Distribution of competences according to the national Constitution 

 
Under Article 34 of the Constitution, the Law is adopted by the Parliament and defines rules 
concerning civil rights and fundamental guarantees granted to citizens for exercising their public 
liberties.  
 
Law n°2003-1119 of 26 November 2003 authorised the Government to codify legislation regulating 
the status of foreigners by ordinances. The codification repealed in totality or in part the six main laws 
regulating this matter, in particular Ordinance n°45-2658 of 2 November 1945. The legislative part of 
the Code entered into force on 1 March 2005. The Regulatory Part entered into force the day of its 
publication on 15 November 2006.       
 
France is a decentralised State represented at the central level by the government and at the regional 
and departmental levels by prefects. Regions, departments and municipalities have jurisdiction over 
local issues and are also delegated responsibilities by the State. 
 
As the right of free circulation is considered a fundamental liberty, the regulation of the conditions for 
exercising such a liberty are under the sole responsibility of the State and the territorial entities 
(decentralised authorities at regional and departmental levels) are not entitled to regulate this matter. 
The Constitutional Council has clearly stated that ‘if the principle of free administration of territorial 
entities has a constitutional value, it should not lead to the fact that the essential conditions of 
exercising a public liberty, and, consequently, all the guarantees that these include, would depend on 
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territorial entities decisions and thus could be not the same on the whole territory’2 (Cons. Const. 
Decision of 17 January 2002, n°2001-454 DC, cons.12). 
 
1.2.2 General description of organisation of national authorities implementing 

Directive 2004/38/EC in France 
 
The Ministry of Immigration, Integration, National Identity and Joint Development (Ministère de 
l’immigration, de l’intégration, de l’identité nationale et du développement solidaire), set up in May 
2007, is responsible for developing and implementing the Government policy in the field of 
immigration, in particular the rules of entry and stay in France of foreigners.  
 
The Ministry collaborates with other ministries such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with regards to 
visas. It exercises its functions jointly with the Ministry of Interior (directorate of public liberties and 
legal affairs, general directorate of national police), the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs 
(directorate of French citizens abroad and foreigners in France) and the Ministry of Labour (general 
directorate for population and migrations). 
 
Other relevant central authorities include the Ministry of Labour, Social Relations, Family and 
Solidarity (Ministère du travail, des relations sociales, de la famille et de la solidairté) and the 
Ministry of Health, Youth, Sports and Associative Life (Ministère de la santé, de la jeunesse, des 
sports et de la vie associative) with regard to social and labour related aspects of the Directive. 
 
The border police (under the Ministry of Interior) is the main authority responsible for controlling 
people at the external borders, along with the customs services. French consulates deliver visas. 
 
Municipal authorities (the mayors- maires) are the competent authority where Union citizens and their 
family members have to register. They deliver the corresponding certificates and send copies of these 
certificates to the préfet. However, it should be noted that the requirement to register is not yet 
implemented, as the joint decision (arrêté) of the Ministries of Interior and Social Affairs, which 
should establish the registration certificate form, has not yet been adopted. The préfets are responsible 
for delivering residence cards. 
 
The préfet is also responsible for taking decisions to send back to the borders (arrêtés de reconduite à 
la frontière), as well as expulsion decisions (arrêté d’expulsion) in cases of serious threat to public 
order. In case of absolute emergency and/or imperative necessity for State security or public safety, 
the Ministry of Interior is the competent authority for expulsion decisions. 
 
 
2 LEGAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSPOSING MEASURES FOR DIRECTIVE 2004/38/EC 

2.1 Definitions, family members and beneficiaries  
 
Definitions: the concept of “family members” (Article 2) 
 
There is no definition as such of ‘family members’ in the French legislation. However, Article L121-1 
lists the persons, which have the right to stay in France for more than 3 months and includes the 
spouse, the direct descendants who are under the age of 21 or are dependants and those of the spouse, 
and the family member direct dependant relatives in the ascending line and those of the spouse 
accompanying or joining the EU citizen.  

                                                 
2 ‘Le principe de libre administration des collectivités territoriales ne saurait conduire à ce que les conditions 
essentielles de mise en oeuvre des libertés publiques et, par suite, l'ensemble des garanties que celles-ci 
comportent dépendent des décisions de collectivités territoriales et, ainsi, puissent ne pas être les mêmes sur 
l'ensemble du territoire de la République.’ 
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While Article L.121-1 applies to EU citizens and their family members when they are also EU 
citizens, Article L.121-3 extends the scope of the rules on right of residence for a stay for more than 
three months to family members who are not nationals of a Member State. 
 
Partners are not covered by the French legislation, as in France, registered partnerships, so-called 
PACS (Civil Pact of Solidarity – Pacte civil de solidarité), are not equivalent to marriage. Despite the 
potential breach of the principle of non-discrimination,3 this situation should be considered as in 
conformity with the Directive. However, it should be noted that in Circulaire N° 2008-024 of 18 June 
2008 on the right of residence of European citizens (see below under comments on Article 24), it is 
specified that the residence right recognised to the European citizen extends to all its family members 
including its partner or partner under a PACS. 
 
Concerning the definition of the term of “Host Member State”, although this definition is not 
transposed as such, this is not considered as a case of non-conformity. In the case of French 
legislation, the Host Member State is France. The provisions of the Code apply to mainland France 
and Overseas Departments. Specific legal instruments apply in other territories. The Overseas 
Territories are Guadeloupe, Martinique, Réunion and Guyane.  
 
This corresponds to the wording of the Treaty establishing the European Community which, in its 
Article 186, foresees that freedom of movement within Member States for workers from the countries 
and territories listed in Annex II to the Treaty shall be governed by separate agreements, hence 
Directive 2004/38/EC does not apply to these countries and territories. The Treaty refers to the French 
Overseas Departments. Following the 2003 reform of the Constitution, the French Overseas 
Departments have been renamed and are now called French Overseas Territories. The Code reflects 
this new terminology. 
 
Beneficiaries and facilitation of entry and residence (Article 3) 
 
Article 3 deals with the beneficiaries of the Directive and also imposes an obligation on the Member 
States to facilitate entry for a secondary class of beneficiaries (essentially, members of the extended 
family).  
 
• Article 3(1) 
 
Article 3(1) is correctly transposed. This provision is not transposed specifically, but this is mainly 
implied by other provisions as, rather than setting up a general principle, the French legislation 
includes different requirements and exceptions within the main provisions. As far as French citizens 
are concerned, the French legislation is in conformity with the Directive, despite the fact that no 
explicit transposition measure exists. Freedom of movement of French citizens is, pursuant to the 
jurisprudence of the Conseil constitutionnel,4 guaranteed by Articles 2 and 4 of the Déclaration des 
droits de l'homme et du citoyen de 1789. No French measures link the right of entry and residence for 
third country nationals to lawful residence in another Member State and no restrictions exist for third 
country nationals who get married after entering France. Therefore, the French regime is in line with 
MRAX, Jia and Metock.  
 
• Other family members (Article 3(2)) 
 
Concerning Article 3(2), the transposition is incomplete. This non-transposition is mainly due to the 
fact that the particular system existing in France facilitating entry and residence of family members in 

                                                 
3 Cf. the jurisprudence of the Court of justice Tadao Maruko, C-267/06, 01/04/2008. 
4 See e.g. Décision n° 2005-532 DC, 19 janvier 2006, cons. 16, Journal officiel du 24 janvier 2006, p. 1138, texte 
n° 2. 

http://www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr/decision/2006/2005532/index.htm
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order to protect private and family life applies with no distinction to third country nationals and EU 
citizens. As result, no specific facilitation exists for EU citizens or their family members, which seems 
to be an infringement to the Directive. 
 
For Article 3(2)(a), the personal scope has been correctly transposed. However, the only facilitation is 
resulting from the possibility to deliver a temporary residence card, named “private and family life”, to 
a foreigner who resides usually in France, for serious health reasons for which no treatment is 
available in its country and in order to avoid consequences of a particular hardship (L313-11-11 
Ceseda). This very restrictive formulation seems contradictory to the Directive, as the Directive does 
not fix such conditions, especially for the facilitation of the family members who, in the country from 
which they have come, are dependants or members of the household of the Union citizen. 
 
For Article 3(2)(b), Article 313-11-7 of the Ceseda applies to foreigners with personal and familial 
links in France. The existence of a PACS is one of the elements to be taken into account when 
assessing personal links, according to Article 12 of Law 99-944 on PACS. However, it should be 
noted that the Law n°2007-1631 has specified the conditions attached to the assessment of personal 
and familial links in France, which include their intensity, their duration and their stability, the living 
conditions of the person, its insertion in French society and the nature of its links with his/her family, 
which stayed in his/her country of origin. In addition, the foreigner’s ‘insertion’ into French society is 
assessed taking into account his/her knowledge of the Republic’s values. If all these conditions are 
fulfilled, the foreigner may be granted a temporary residence card without having to produce a visa for 
a stay for more than three months (condition set up by Article L. 311-7).  
 
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Circulaire of 30 October 2004, which does not have legal force, 
it should be underlined that Article 313-11, 7° is applicable to any foreigner. It can hardly be seen as 
favouring the entry and residence of the partner of an EU citizen. Conditions attached to this Article 
are strict. Besides, it implies that the partner has already entered the French territory and therefore 
regulates only their residence. The residence card granted under this Article is only temporary. Finally, 
it only applies to the French PACS but it is not clear whether it applies to other forms of partnerships, 
such as de facto unions or any other form of durable relationship attested in other Member States.  
 
Therefore, the transposition of this provision is considered as incomplete for two reasons. First, it only 
considers the PACS, and does not include foreign partnerships that would be equivalent to the French 
PACS. Second, it provides facilitation for all foreigners, but no specific facilitation for EU citizens or 
their family members. The conditions are moreover too stringent. 
 
Concerning the obligation to undertake an extensive examination of the personal circumstances and 
to justify any denial of entry or residence to these people, transposition is incorrect. In general, the 
French Law requires a decision with written (‘motivated’) reasons given for any denial of entry. A 
denial of entry should be subject to giving written reasons for the decision, pursuant to Article L.213-2 
Ceseda. However, the Ceseda introduces an exception to this principle of motivation for a denial of an 
entry visa or a decision on the obligation to leave the French territory. This exception does not apply 
in cases involving EU citizens or their family members. Pursuant to Article L.211-2 Ceseda, the 
decision to deny an entry visa taken by French consulates or embassies for the non-EU family 
members of an EU citizen has to be accompanied by written reasons, unless to do so would be 
contrary to State security considerations. 
 
However, these provisions do not clearly apply to all categories mentioned in the Directive (‘these 
persons’ in the sense of Article 3(2) of the Directive). As a consequence, a denial of visa decided by a 
consulate or an embassy against Family members, which are considered as Family members by the 
Directive, but not by French legislation, does not have to be motivated. Moreover, there is no specific 
provision requiring personal situations be taken into account. Therefore, the transposition is 
considered as incomplete and incorrect. 
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2.2 Rights of exit and entry 
 
Right of exit (Article 4) 
 
Article 4 gives a general right for Union citizens and family members, provided they have the required 
identity card or passport, to leave the territory of a Member State. French legislation (Article L321-1 
Ceseda) states a broad right to leave the territory to all foreigners who reside in France, without any 
condition linked to the possession of a valid identity card or passport. The transposition is more 
favourable. Furthermore, no visa requirement exists, as no legislation imposes it.5 French legislation 
provides for the issuance of an identity card and/or passport valid for 10 years (five for the passport of 
those underage). 
 
Right of entry (Article 5) 
 
Article 5 provides a general right of entry for Union citizens and family members. On its own terms, 
this has been transposed adequately by the French regulations (Article L121-1 and R121-1 Ceseda).  
 
However, a conformity issue appears concerning the accelerated procedure for visas of a third country 
national’s family members. There is no mention of the requirement for an ‘accelerated procedure’: the 
French provision (R121-1 Ceseda) specifies that the visa should be granted ‘as soon as possible’ (dans 
les meilleurs délais). The requirement to grant such persons every facility to obtain the visa is not 
clearly stated. However, the person concerned only has to justify his/her family link to obtain the visa, 
which is a simplified procedure compared to the procedure followed for foreigners not covered by the 
present provision. A specific accelerated procedure is defined in instructions from the central 
administration to consulates. Such instructions are considered as internal documents which are not 
made available to the public. Therefore, the instructions could not be consulted despite our request to 
the French authorities. Therefore, the transposition is considered as ambiguous.  
 
This facilitation is granted to the family members pursuant to Article 3(1) of the Directive, as those are 
mentioned in Article L121-1 Ceseda, to which refers Article L121-3 Ceseda. A contrario, other family 
members under Article 3(2) of the Directive are not covered. 
 

2.3 Right of residence 
 

2.3.1 Right of residence for up to three months (Article 6) 
 
Article 6 grants an initial right of residence for up to three months to Union citizens and their family 
members with no conditions other than holding an ID or passport.  
 
Article R121-3 Ceseda transposes this right in combination with Article 14 of the Directive, as this 
right is granted to Union citizens “as long as they do not become an unreasonable burden for the social 
assistance system” (“tant qu’ils ne deviennent pas une charge déraisonnable pour le system 
d’assistance sociale”). The Conseil d’Etat has indicated that such a condition must be established by 
Law or by Decree, but cannot result from a circulaire. In a first ruling of 19 May 2008, the Conseil 
d’Etat decided that as long as no legislative or executive provision foresees such a restriction to the 
right of residence of EU citizens, a circulaire which imposes such restriction is illegal if made by an 
incompetent authority.6  

                                                 
5 See CE 22 mai 1992. – 87.043. – Groupe d’information et de soutien des travailleurs immigrés (GISTI). 
6 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 301813. « Considérant que, par les alinéas 
contestés du point 1.1 de la circulaire attaquée, le ministre de l'intérieur a prévu que le droit de séjour des 
ressortissants bulgares et roumains dans les trois mois suivant leur entrée sur le territoire national cesserait s'ils 
deviennent une charge déraisonnable pour le système d'assistance sociale français dans les conditions qu'il a 
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However, in another ruling on the same day the Conseil d’Etat decided that Article R121-3 Ceseda, 
which now explicitly states this condition, is not in contradiction with the Directive.7 French 
transposition on this point seems accurate.  
 
However, a transposition issue arises, as pursuant to L511-1 8° Ceseda, the EU citizen who does not 
benefit from the right to take up employment (a situation concerning only Bulgarian and Rumanian 
nationals since 1 July 2008) can be expelled even during a residence of less than three months if 
he/she takes up employment without authorisation. This disposition is judged legal and conforming to 
the Directive by the Conseil d’Etat.8 Conformity of this position with the Directive might seem 
doubtful (see below, Article 14 and chapter VI, for more details).  
 
In relation to job seekers, and referring to Recital 9 of the Directive, it should be underlined that the 
wording used by the French legislation actually does not include job seekers, as these are not covered 
by the categories listed in Art.L.121-1, as a consequence they do not have to register. They cannot be 
expelled as long as they continue job-seeking, and have real chances of being employed (R121-4 
Ceseda). However, even if jobseekers are not required to register, there is no guarantee that they will 
be allowed to stay for a minimum of six months unconditionally. It seems that the authorities can 
expel the jobseekers before the expiry of six months if they consider the person does not have any real 
chance of being employed. Therefore, transposition is considered incorrect. 
 

2.3.2 Right of residence for more than 3 months (Article 7-13) 
 

(a) Conditions under Article 7 
 
Article 7 provides for the right of residence to continue after three months where certain conditions are 
satisfied. For the most part, these conditions have been adequately transposed by Article 121-1. The 
only difficulty concerns Article 7(1)(c) on students and Article 7(3), retention of the status of worker. 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
précisées ; que le code de l'entrée et du séjour des étrangers et du droit d'asile, dans sa rédaction issue de la loi du 
24 juillet 2006 relative à l'immigration et à l'intégration, qui a partiellement transposé en droit français la 
directive du 29 avril 2004, ne contient aucune disposition sur le droit au séjour de moins de trois mois des 
ressortissants communautaires ; qu'à la date à laquelle a été prise la circulaire, aucune autre disposition 
législative ou réglementaire ne prévoyait une telle limitation du droit au séjour de ces ressortissants ; que, par 
suite et sans qu'il soit besoin d'examiner les autres moyens invoqués, les requérants sont fondés à demander 
l'annulation des dispositions précitées de la circulaire comme entachées d'incompétence ».  
7 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 305670. « Considérant qu'il résulte de la 
combinaison des articles 6 et 14 de la directive 2004/38/CE du 29 avril 2004 que les citoyens de l'Union 
européenne peuvent séjourner sur le territoire d'un autre Etat membre pour une période allant jusqu'à trois mois 
sans autre condition que celle de posséder une carte d'identité ou un passeport en cours de validité, « tant qu'ils 
ne deviennent pas une charge déraisonnable pour le système d'assistance sociale de l'Etat d'accueil » ; que, par 
suite, l'article R. 121�3 pouvait, sans méconnaître les objectifs de la directive, prévoir que le droit au séjour des 
ressortissants concernés dans les trois mois suivant leur entrée sur le territoire national cesserait s'ils deviennent 
une charge déraisonnable pour le système d'assistance sociale français ; que les dispositions contestées ne 
méconnaissent, par elles-mêmes, aucun principe ni aucune règle s'imposant au pouvoir réglementaire, qui était 
compétent pour les édicter […]. » 
8 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 301813. « Considérant, en deuxième lieu, qu'aux 
termes du II de l'article L. 511�1 du code de l'entrée et du séjour des étrangers et du droit d'asile : « L'autorité 
administrative compétente peut, par arrêté motivé, décider qu'un étranger sera reconduit à la frontière dans les 
cas suivants : … 8°… s'il n'est pas soumis à l'obligation du visa, le comportement de l'étranger a constitué une 
menace pour l'ordre public ou si… l'étranger a méconnu les dispositions de l'article L. 341�4 du code du travail 
» ; qu'en prévoyant au point 2.3 premier tiret, que, pendant les trois premiers mois de leur séjour, les Roumains 
et les Bulgares pourraient faire l'objet d'un arrêté de reconduite à la frontière en vertu des dispositions précitées, 
si leur comportement constitue une menace pour l'ordre public ou s'ils enfreignent la législation du travail, la 
circulaire n'a fait que rappeler les termes de la loi. » 
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• Students (Article 7(1)(c)) 
 
The French provision is less detailed as it does not specify by which means the person can assure that 
they have sufficient resources. R122-12 4° Ceseda provides that a declaration or any equivalent means 
are sufficient. The Circulaire N°IMIDO0768184C of the Ministry of Immigration, Integration, 
National Identity and Co-Development of 12 October 2007 on justifications requested from European 
Union citizens and assimilated persons to benefit, at their own request, of a residence card (“relative 
aux justificatifs exigibles des ressortissants de l’Union européenne et assimilés pour bénéficier, à leur 
demande, d’un titre de séjour”) indicates that a declaration is sufficient, and that the declaration has 
not to refer to a specific amount. The exact wording of the circulaire is very clear: « Vous devez veiller 
à n’exiger aucune pièce concernant la nature des ressources et leur montant, seule une déclaration ou 
tout autre moyen équivalent au choix des demandeurs garantissant qu’ils possèdent des ressources 
suffisantes étant admissibles au regard du droit communautaire », and « Vous considérerez que la 
condition de ressources est remplie dès lors que les justificatifs prévus à l’Article R. 121-12 du 
CESEDA auront été fournis, en l’occurrence « une attestation ou tout autre moyen équivalent 
garantissant qu’il dispose de ressources suffisantes » » . On this point, transposition might seem 
adequate. For the rest, transposition is correct, with an exception of the last sentence of Article 7(4), as 
a consequence of the non-transposition of Article 3(2). 
 
• Retention of the status of worker (Article 7(3)) 
 
R121-6 Ceseda does not state that workers or self employed persons retain the “status of worker” in 
the situations listed by the Directive, but only that they retain the right of residence. 
 
(b) Administrative formalities for Union citizens (Article 8) 
 
Article 8 provides for the obligation for EU citizens to register.  
 
• General aspects  
 
French legislation requires Union citizens and their family members to register with the mayor 
(“maire”) of their municipality (“commune”) of residence. The deadline for registration is within three 
months of arrival, what should be considered as in conformity with the Directive, which provides that 
the deadline cannot be less than three months.  
 
In relation to job seekers, and referring to Recital 9 of the Directive, it should be underlined that the 
wording used by the French legislation requires job seekers to register since these are not covered by 
the categories listed in Article L.121-1. 
 
The registration certificate format should be established by a joint arrêté of the Ministry of Interior 
and the Ministry in charge of social affairs. This arrêté has not been adopted to date. The obligation to 
register will not apply before the official publication of this arrêté.  
 
As regard the sanctions, non-compliance with this requirement to register is subject to a fourth class 
fine (up to 750 € according to Article 131-13 of the Criminal Code), what could be considered as 
proportionate although it is relatively high compared to other Member States (see explanations under 
Article 9(3)). However, the French provision (L121-2 alinéa 1 Ceseda) also provides that if the person 
has not registered, s/he is considered as residing in France for less than three months. If the concerned 
person does not register within the three months s/he arrived in France, the time spent in France will 
not be taken into account to justify her/his rights linked to a stay of more than three months. This is 
considered as disproportionate and not allowed by the Directive. As a consequence, the transposition 
is considered as incorrect. 
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• Coexisting systems and documents requested 
 
Finally, the French system is rather ambiguous as another procedure is put in place by French 
legislation, which allows EU citizens or his/her family members to apply for a specific residence card. 
Application is optional. This residence card is not compulsory and its issuance does not prejudice the 
person’s rights. The conditions attached to its granting are similar to the conditions listed in the 
provisions of the Directive. Several types of residence cards exist in France for persons entitled to 
freedom of movement, and can be listed as follows: 

• The card “CE – all professional activities”, “CE – toutes activités professionnelles” (R121-10 
Ceseda), issued for workers and self employed persons; 

• The card “CE – inactive”, “CE – non actif” (R121-11 Ceseda), issued for inactive EU 
citizens; 

• The card “CE – student”, “CE – étudiant” (R121-12 Ceseda), issued for students; 
• The card “CE – family member – all professional activities”, “CE – member de famille – 

toutes activités professionnelles” (R121-13 and R121-14 Ceseda), issued for family members 
of the EU citizen; 

• The card “CE – all professional activities, except employment”, “CE – toutes activités 
professionnelles, sauf salaries” (R121-16 Ceseda) for EU citizens of the new Member States, 
subject to transition measures; 

• The card “CE – family member – all professional activities, except employment”, “CE – 
member de famille – toutes activités professionnelles, sauf salaries” (R121-16 Ceseda) for 
family members of EU citizens of the new Member States, subject to transition measures. 

 
As long as the conditions for registration have not been set in secondary legislation, the existence of an 
optional parallel system, which reflects the conditions set up by the Directive, is confusing. The 
transposition is therefore considered ambiguous. 
 
The type of documents requested to obtain the residence documents are the following: 

• For the card “CE – all professional activities”, “CE – toutes activités professionnelles” (R121-
10 Ceseda), issued for workers and self-employed persons: a valid identity card or passport, 
and a confirmation of engagement from the employer or a certificate of employment, or proof 
of self-employed activity; 

• For the card “CE – inactive”, “CE – non actif” (R121-11 Ceseda), issued for inactive EU 
citizens: a valid identity card or passport, certificate of health insurance covering the services 
mentioned by L321-1 and L331-2 of the Code de la sécurité sociale, documents attesting that 
they have sufficient resources for themselves and their family members; 

• For the card “CE – student”, “CE – étudiant” (R121-12 Ceseda), issued for students: a valid 
identity card or passport, proof of enrolment at university or vocational training, certificate of 
health insurance covering the services mentioned by L321-1 and L331-2 of the Code de la 
sécurité sociale, and a declaration or other equivalent mean that he/she has sufficient resources 
for him/her and his/her family members; 

• For the card “CE – family member – all professional activities”, “CE – member de famille – 
toutes activités professionnelles” (R121-13 and R121-14 Ceseda), issued for family members 
of the EU citizen: the documents necessary for entry in France, a certificate of the family link, 
a certificate of the right of residence of the EU citizen they are accompanying or joining, and 
if the EU citizen they are joining is inactive, the means how this citizen is guaranteeing their 
financial income, and certificate of health insurance covering the services mentioned by L321-
1 and L331-2 of the Code de la sécurité sociale; 

• For the card “CE – all professional activities, except employment”, “CE – toutes activités 
professionnelles, sauf salaries” (R121-16 Ceseda) for EU citizens of the new Member States, 
subject to transition measures: a valid identity card or passport, a valid identity card or 
passport, and a confirmation of engagement from the employer or a certificate of employment, 
or proof of self-employed activity; 

• For the card “CE – family member – all professional activities, except employment”, “CE – 
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member de famille – toutes activités professionnelles, sauf salaries” (R121-16 Ceseda) for 
family members of EU citizens of the new Member States, subject to transition measures: the 
documents necessary for entry in France, a certificate of the family link, a certificate of the 
right of residence of the EU citizen they are accompanying or joining, and if the EU citizen 
they are joining is inactive, the means how this citizen is guaranteeing their financial income, 
and certificate of health insurance covering the services mentioned by L321-1 and L331-2 of 
the Code de la sécurité sociale; 

 
Generally, the documents required are the same as those mentioned in Article 8(3) of the Directive. 
Concerning the registration of students, however, the French provision does not specify that it is not 
required that the declaration on sufficient resources refers to any specific amount of resources, but the 
Circulaire of 12 October 2007 on justifications requested from EU citizens and assimilated persons to 
benefit, at their own request, from a residence card specifies this condition. This Circulaire repeals the 
provisions of the Circulaire of 6 December 2000. It specifies that the prefets cannot request students 
who are EU citizens to produce documents showing the nature and the amount of their resources. 
Similarly, the provision of the Circulaire of December 2000 establishing the minimal resource level by 
reference to the minimum study grant is repealed. However, as the Circulaire is not a binding legal act, 
the transposition is considered as incorrect. 
 
Finally, it should noted that there is no template application form for residence documents. These are 
issued by each prefecture. 
 
Article 8(4) determines how the term ‘sufficient resources’should be interpreted. 
 
The French provision effectively transposes the Directive requirement. This provision is to be read in 
conjunction with the Circulaire of 12 October 2007 on justifications requested from EU citizens and 
assimilated persons to benefit, at their own request, from a residence card. This Circulaire repeals the 
provisions of a Circulaire of 6 December 2000. It specifies that the prefets cannot request students 
who are EU citizens to produce documents showing the nature and the amount of their resources. 
Similarly, the provision of the Circulaire of December 2000 establishing the minimal resource level by 
reference to the minimum study grant has been repealed.  
 
The French legislation refers to RMI and minimum allocation to old people in order to evaluate what 
is a reasonable amount. 
 
However, in relation to the right of residence of inactive EU citizens, the Circulaire 2008-024 on the 
right of residence of EU citizens, gives some further indication on how to evaluate what are sufficient 
resources. It states that when verifying the right of residence of a person applying for family benefits, 
it should be checked whether this person has at least the equivalent of 6 months of RMI. This seems 
contradictory to the legal requirements described above. However, this does not change the assessment 
of effective transposition as 1) the Circulaire specifies that the assessment of sufficient resources will 
be further clarified by ministerial administration; 2) a Circulaire, as a non-binding document, cannot 
constitute a transposing measure. 
 
Otherwise, Articles 8(5)(e) and (f) are not transposed, as a consequence of the non-transposition of  
Articles 3(2)(a) and (b). 
 
(c) Family members who are not nationals of a Member State (Article 9-11)  
 

• Administrative formalities (Article 9) 
 
Article 9 provides for the issuing of residence cards to the family members of EU citizens.  
 
The deadline for submitting the residence card application is two months from the date of arrival 
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(R121-14 Ceseda). This is not in conformity with the Directive, which provides for a three-month 
deadline. However, it has been annulled by the Conseil d’Etat, who declared this provision illegal, as 
not in conformity with the Directive. The Conseil d’Etat decided indeed, that Article 121-14 Ceseda, 
could not fix a delay of two months for third country nationals family members to apply for a 
residence card, as the Directive sets a delay of at least three months.9 Non-conformity can for this 
reason be considered as minor, even if the French authorities have not amended the Ceseda to take this 
recent ruling into account. 
 
Failure to comply with the requirement to apply for a residence card is subject to a fifth class fine. 
Fifth class fines are up to 1,500 euros (Art. 131-13 of the Criminal Code). The issue whether or not 
this should be considered as proportionate and non-discriminatory sanctions is difficult to assess, as 
there is no similar obligation for a French citizen. In particular, French legislation does not make it 
compulsory to possess an identity card. Therefore, there is no sanction attached to the non-possession 
of an identity card. Comparison should be made with other Member States. In several Member States 
such as Bulgaria, Germany, Spain, Italy, no sanction is attached to failure to comply with the 
requirement to apply for a residence card. In other Member States where sanctions are established, 
these are generally significantly lower e.g., up to 200 euros in Austria, 150 euros in Greece, 300 euros 
in Spain. By comparison, French sanctions appear disproportionate, especially considering that 
another (lower) class of fine could have been set up. For information, there are five classes of fines in 
France, which respective levels are according to Article 131-13 of the Criminal Code: 
 

• First class fines: up to 38 euros 
• Second class fines: up to 150 euros 
• Third class fines: up to 450 euros 
• Fourth class fines: up to 750 euros 
• Fifth class: up to 1,500 euros 

 
Therefore, transposition is assessed as incorrect. 
 

• Issue of residence cards (Article 10) 
 
Article 10 is a detailed Article addressing the issue of residence cards to family members of a Union 
citizen who are not themselves Union citizens. The title of the French residence card is different than 
the title provided for in the Directive and specifies ‘all professional activities’. Therefore, the 
transposition is considered as incorrect. For the rest, transposition resulting from L121-3, R121-14, 
R121-15 and L314-11 Ceseda is correct, with the exception of Articles 10(2)(e) and (f), as a 
consequence of the non-transposition of  Articles 3(2)(a) and (b). 
 
The documents required are the documents necessary for entry in France (passport), a certificate of the 
family link, and a certificate of the right of residence of the EU citizen they are accompanying or 
joining. If the EU citizen they are joining is inactive, they have to provide the means as to how this 
citizen is guaranteeing their financial income, and a certificate of health insurance covering the 
services mentioned by L321-1 and L331-2 of the Code de la sécurité sociale; 
 

• Validity of residence cards (Article 11)  
                                                 
9 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 305670, « Considérant qu'aux termes de l'article 9 
de la directive 2004/38/CE du 29 avril 2004 : « 1. Les Etats membres délivrent une carte de séjour aux membres 
de la famille d'un citoyen de l'Union qui n'ont pas la nationalité d'un Etat membre lorsque la durée du séjour 
envisagé est supérieure à trois mois. / 2. Le délai imparti pour introduire la demande de carte de séjour ne peut 
pas être inférieur à trois mois à compter de la date d'arrivée » ; qu'en fixant à deux mois seulement le délai qu'il 
impartit aux membres de la famille d'un citoyen de l'Union européenne, ressortissants d'un Etat tiers, pour 
présenter une demande de titre de séjour, le premier alinéa de l'article R. 121-14 du code de l'entrée et du séjour 
des étrangers et du droit d'asile, dans sa rédaction issue de l'article 1er du décret attaqué, édicte une disposition 
incompatible avec les dispositions précitées de la directive ; qu'il est, dans cette mesure, entaché d'illégalité. » 
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Article 11 provides for the period of validity of residence cards of five years (or less if the envisaged 
period of residence is less than five years) and stipulates that certain temporary absences will not 
render the card invalid. French transposition resulting from R121-14 Ceseda on this point is correct. 
 
(d) Retention of the right of residence in the event of death, departure, divorce, annulment or 

termination 
 

• Retention of the right of residence by family members in the event of death or 
departure of the Union citizen (Article 12) 

 
Article 12 provides that family members retain the right to reside where the Union citizen dies or 
leaves the Member State. The Article deals with a number of different groups of people. French 
transposition (R121-7, R121-8 and R121-9 Ceseda) on this point is correct.  
 
The French transposition follows the structure of the Directive differentiating when the family 
member is a Union citizen and when s/he is a third country family member.  
 
Concerning Article 12(2) second subparagraph French transposition is more favourable, since R121-8 
Ceseda refers to the categories of Art.L.121-1 1°, 2°, 4 which include all categories mentioned in 
Article 7(1), (2) and (4). These are the ones mentioned in this provision of the Directive. In addition, 
121-1 5° implies that the person can also be the spouse or the children of a Union citizen who is a 
student. Therefore, it is broader than the categories listed in this paragraph of the Directive.  
 
The retention of the right of residence in cases where children are enrolled at an educational 
establishment is maintained as long as the children go to secondary school, but not for further 
university studies. This is in line with the French wording of the Directive (“établissement scolaire”). 
The third country national family member can obtain its right of permanent residence if he is a student 
and has sufficient resources and comprehensive sickness insurance cover, as reference is made by 
French legislation to L121-1 Ceseda without any restrictions. 
 

• Retention of the right of residence by family members in the event of divorce, 
annulment of marriage or termination of registered partnership (Article 13)- ADD 

 
Article 13 is similar to Article 12 in that it provides that family members can retain their right of 
residence whether there is a divorce, annulment or termination of a civil partnership. French 
transposition (R121-7 and R121-8 Ceseda) on this point is correct. 
 

2.3.3 Retention of the right of residence (Article 14) 
 
Article 14 provides for the circumstances in which persons retain the rights of residence granted by 
Article 6 and Article 7 respectively.  
 

• Residence for up to three months and for more than three months  
 

Articles 14(1) and 14(2) are transposed by R121-3 and L511-1 Ceseda. There is, however, no 
provision dealing with systematic verification in French legislation. In practice, verification is not 
systematic. However, the lack of transposition is considered here as a case of non-conformity as it 
does not ensure sufficient legal security.  
 
This lack of legal certainty is illustrated by the Circulaire of 22 December 2006 on Romanian and 
Bulgarian Citizens, as it invites more accurate verification of fulfilment of the conditions of entry and 
residence. However, this Circulaire is carefully worded regarding the possibility to automatically expel 
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those persons if they have recourse to the social assistance system.10 This Circulaire has moreover 
been partially annulled by the Conseil d’Etat, by a ruling in date of 19 May 2008.11 This invalidation 
concerns principally the guidelines for residences of less than three months, which were too heavily 
restricted by the Circulaire, and the appreciation of what are sufficient resources and what constitutes 
an unreasonable burden for the social assistance system. The Circulaire indicated a specific and 
concrete level of revenue which was to be considered sufficient resources. For the remaining aspects, 
French transposition on this point is correct. 
 

• General protection (Article 14(3)) 
 

Article 14(3) provides that an expulsion measure shall not be the automatic consequence of a Union 
citizen’s or her family member’s recourse to the social assistance system of the host Member State. 
There is no provision linking expulsion and recourse to the social assistance system in France. 
However, there is no specific provision stating that an expulsion measure shall not be the automatic 
consequence of recourse to the social assistance system.  
 
Article R121-4 specifies that the burden for the social assistance system shall be evaluated taking into 
account the amount of non-contributory social benefits, the duration of the person’s difficulties and 
stay. This provision clearly implies that the recourse to social system does not lead automatically to 
expulsion as the burden for the social assistance system is subject to an evaluation based on different 
factors, such as the amount of social aid, duration and difficulties of residence. 
 
In addition, the Circulaire of 22 December 2006 on the procedure for admitting stay and expulsion of 
Romanian and Bulgarian citizens from 1 January 2007, which specifies how to assess what constitutes 
an unreasonable burden on the social assistance system, empowers the prefets, in case of a behaviour 
qualified as ‘abusive’, to consider that the person concerned does not benefit from a right to stay in 
France. Expulsion may result from the fact that the individual is in a situation of complete dependence 
of the French social assistance system. The Conseil d’Etat has considered the Circulaire as legal on 
this point.12 Even if the fixation of a direct amount, under which this specific category of EU citizens 
should have been considered as not having sufficient resources, has been declared illegal by the ruling 
of the Conseil d’Etat,13 the conformity with the Directive is discussed. This Circulaire would allow an 
interpretation according to which for this specific category of EU citizens, the systematic recourse to 
the social assistance system leads to a quasi automatic expulsion of the individual. This risk is even 
higher since the administration and Courts are not necessarily very respectful of the requirements of 
the Directive, as shows their very large interpretation of the attempt to public order or public security 
(see below) Transposition can therefore be considered ambiguous. 
 

• Workers and self-employed persons, and job seekers (Article 14(4) 

                                                 
10 Circulaire NOR/INT/D/06/00115/C of 22 December 2006 on conditions of admission for stay and expulsion 
of Romanian and Bulgarian nationals from 1st January 2007 (Circulaire sur les modalités d’admission au séjour 
et d’éloignement des ressortissants roumains et bulgares à partir du 1er janvier 2007). : « Le constat que le 
ressortissant roumain ou bulgare ne justifie pas d’un lien réel avec l’une des situations ouvrant droit au séjour 
justifie le prononcé d’une obligation de quitter le territoire français dès lors qu’il est établi que l’intéressé est en 
situation de complète dépendance par rapport au système d’assurace sociale français. » 
11 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 301813. 
12 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 301813, « qu'en précisant au point 2.4, d'une 
part, qu'une situation de complète dépendance par rapport au système d'assurance sociale français révélerait que 
l'intéressé ne se trouve plus dans une situation lui ouvrant droit au séjour et en invitant, d'autre part, les préfets à 
prendre un arrêté de reconduite à la frontière à l'encontre des ressortissants qui exercent une activité 
professionnelle salariée sans être en possession d'un titre de séjour, la circulaire n'a fait que rappeler les termes 
de la loi ; » 
13 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 301813, « qu'en fixant le niveau de ressources 
par référence au montant du revenu minimum d'insertion ou de l'allocation de solidarité aux personnes âgées, la 
circulaire attaquée a édicté des conditions qui n'étaient prévues ni par la loi ni par le décret ; que les dispositions 
de son point 1.2.2 sont, dès lors, entachées d'incompétence ». 
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Article 14(4) provides that an expulsion order may not be adopted against Union citizens or their 
family members if the Union citizens are workers or self-employed persons or if the Union citizens 
entered the territory of the host Member State in order to seek employment. In this case, the Union 
citizens and their family members may not be expelled for as long as the Union citizens can provide 
evidence that they are continuing to seek employment and that they have a genuine chance of being 
engaged.  
 
In France, Article L511-1, II includes a limiting list of grounds on which an expulsion measure can be 
taken. Under this provision, an expulsion can only be adopted against a national from another country 
who is not regularly residing in France, on public security grounds or in case of non-respect of Article 
L. 341-4 of Labour Code which subjects the exercise of a professional activity by a national of another 
country in France to authorisation. Under Article R.341-1 of the Labour Code, Union citizens are not 
subject to the authorisation required under Article L.341-4 of the Labour Code. As a Union citizen 
who is worker or self-employed benefits from the right of residence together with its family members 
under Article 121-1, he/she cannot be subject to an expulsion measure. Therefore transposition under 
this point is correct.  
 
Concerning job seekers, R121-4 Ceseda stipulates that those persons cannot be expelled as long as 
they can prove that they continue to seek employment, and have realistic chances of finding 
employment. Transposition on this point is correct. 

 
• Article 15: procedural safeguards and specific protection 

 
Article 15(1) is incompletely transposed. The measures taken would fall under Law 79-587 and 
therefore, be subject to a requirement of notification and motivation. Such motivation should be in 
written and include the main legal and factual considerations on which the decision is based. However, 
most of the requirements set up by Articles 30 and 31 of the Directive are not implemented (language, 
precise and full information, indication of possibility of appeal). Therefore, the transposition is 
considered as incomplete (see also comments under Articles 30 and 31 of the Directive). 
 
Article 15(2) provides that the expiry of the identity card or passport on the basis of which the person 
concerned entered the host Member State and was issued with a registration certificate or residence 
card shall not constitute a ground for expulsion. This provision is correctly transposed, as Article 
L.511-1, II which lists the grounds on which an expulsion decision can be taken does not include the 
expiry of the identity card or passport. 
 
Article 15(3) on the ban on entry is correctly transposed. The only case when a ban on entry could be 
imposed is an expulsion decision based on Article L. 511-1, II, 8°, under certain conditions. The 
expulsion decision must have been taken less than one year before. Article L. 511-1, II, 8° refers to 
two cases when a person can be banned:   
 
• when the person’s behaviour constituted a threat to public order or  
• if the person has not complied with the provisions of Art. L. 341-4 of the Labour Code.  
 
The first case (threat to public order) is not relevant here. With regard to the second case, Article L. 
341-4 of the Labour Code subjects the exercise of a professional activity by a national of another 
country in France to authorisation. Pursuant to Article R.341-1 of the Labour Code, a Union citizen is 
not subject to the authorisation required under Art.L.341-4 of the Labour Code, except for Bulgarian 
and Rumanian nationals. Therefore, and taking into account the fact that the obligation to leave the 
French territory exhausts its effects when it is executed for the first time, transposition is considered as 
effective. 
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2.4 Right of permanent residence 
 

2.4.1 General rule for Union citizens and their family members (Article 16: 
Eligibility) 

 
Article 16 of the Directive recognises the right of permanent residence to Union citizens and their 
family members who have resided legally for a continuous period of five years. The right is no longer 
subject to the conditions of Chapter III. 
 
Article 16 is correctly transposed by L122-1, L122-2 and L122-3 Ceseda. The acquisition of the right 
of permanent residence is not subject to other conditions than a five year term of legal and continuous 
residence, and absence of any threat to public order, since the only condition to be expelled when 
benefiting from permanent residence is public order (see Article 28 Directive).  
 

2.4.2 Acquisition of the right of permanent residence for workers/self employed 
person and their family members (Article 17)  

 
Article 17 regulates the conditions under which workers/self-employed persons and their family 
members will acquire the right of permanent residence before the completion of 5 years of residence. 
 
Article 17 is correctly transposed by R122-4 and R122-5 Ceseda (see comments above on Articles 8 
and 9).   
 

2.4.3 Acquisition of the right of permanent residence by family members who are 
not nationals of a MS and retained their right of residence (Article 18) 

 
Article 18 grants the right of permanent residence to family members who retained the right of 
residence under Article 12 and 13 of the Directive after a legal and continuous residence of 5 years.  
Article R121-7 and 8 Ceseda effectively transpose Articles 12(2) and 13(2), and also Article 18. The 
French provision subjects the acquisition of the right of permanent residence by these family members 
to the fact that they are covered individually by one of the categories of Article L.121-1. Article L122-
1, first indent, refers to the five years of residence requirement and transposes Article 16 of the 
Directive. 
 

2.4.4 Documents certifying permanent residence for Union citizens (Article 19) 
 
Article 19 establishes that upon application the Member State shall issue the Union citizen entitled to 
permanent residence with a document certifying permanent residence, after having verified duration. 
The document shall be issued as soon as possible.  
 
The document certifying permanent residence is issued by French authorities, and the card is valid for 
20 years and can be renewed automatically (R122-1 Ceseda). However, the French legislation does not 
specify that the document shall be issued as soon as possible. This might constitute a minor instance of 
non-conformity. 
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2.4.5 Permanent residence card for family members who are not nationals of a MS 
(Article 20) 

 
Similarly, Article 20 of the Directive requires Member States to issue family members of Union 
citizens with a permanent residence card which will be automatically renewed every 10 years. The 
application is to be submitted before the residence card expires. Interruption in residence not 
exceeding 2 years will not affect the validity of the card. Member States can impose sanctions for 
failure to comply with this requirement.  
 
Articles 20(1) and 20(2) are transposed by L122-1, R122-2 and R621-3 Ceseda. With regard to Article 
20(2) on sanctions, under French legislation, failure to comply with the requirement to apply for a 
permanent residence card is subject to fifth class fines. Fifth class fines have a maximum of 1,500 
euros (Art. 131-13 of the Criminal Code). The issue whether or not this should be considered as 
proportionate and non-discriminatory sanctions is difficult to assess, as there is no similar obligation 
for a French citizen. In particular, French legislation does not make it compulsory to possess an 
identity card. Therefore, there is no sanction attached to the non-possession of an identity card. 
Comparison should be made with other Member States. In several Member States such as Bulgaria, 
Germany, Spain, Italy, no sanction is attached to failure to comply with the requirement to apply for a 
residence card. In other Member States where sanctions are established, these are generally 
significantly lower e.g., up to 200 euros in Austria, 150 euros in Greece, 300 euros in Spain. By 
comparison, French sanctions appear disproportionate (see also explanations under Article 9(3)). 
Therefore, transposition is assessed as incorrect. 
 
Under Article 20(3), the French provision (L122-2 and R122-3 Ceseda) is worded differently as it 
states that an absence from the French territory for a period of more than two consecutive years entails 
a loss of the right of permanent residence. This corresponds to Article 16(4) of the Directive (see 
comments under this Article).  
 

2.4.6 Continuity of residence (Article 21) 
 
Article 21 states that for the purpose of the Directive, continuity of residence may be attested by any 
means of proof in use in the host member State. Continuity of residence is broken by any expulsion 
decision duly enforced against the person concerned.  
 
Article R122-3 Ceseda specifies, according to the Directive, that continuity of residence is broken by 
an expulsion decision. 

2.5 Common provisions ( Articles 22-26) 
 

2.5.1 Territorial scope (Article 22) 
 
Articles R321-1 to R321-5 Ceseda provide the possibility of imposing territorial restrictions on the 
right of residence only for foreigners, as an arrêté of the Minister of the Interior can limit access to 
certain departments (R321-1 Ceseda) and specific personal restrictions can be imposed by  the 
administration if the foreigner has to be placed under special observation due to his behaviour or 
background (R321-2 Ceseda). There is no mention that such restrictions could not apply to EU 
citizens. Therefore, transposition is considered as incorrect. 
 

2.5.2 Right to take up employment by family members (Article 23) 
 
Article 23 of the Directive states that irrespective of nationality, the family members of a Union 
citizen who have the right of residence or the right of permanent residence in a Member State shall be 
entitled to take up employment or self-employment there. 
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French legislation does not state this right clearly. Although Ceseda – Regulatory Section provides for 
the possibility for these family members to obtain a residence card mentioning ‘all professional 
activities’, this is not considered as a clear and unconditional statement of the right to take up 
employment or self-employment.  
 
In addition, it should be noted that, under Article L121-3, the family members who are not nationals of 
a Member State must have a residence card if they are eighteen years old or more, or if they are at 
least sixteen years old and want to have a professional activity. The French legislation states that ‘this 
residence card gives the person the right to have a professional activity’, contrary to the Directive, 
which does not make the right to take up employment dependent upon the detention of the residence 
card. Therefore, the transposition is considered as incorrect.  
 

2.5.3 Equal treatment (Article 24) 
 
France has not adopted a general principle of equal treatment, and there is no analogous principle in 
general French law. Therefore, the analysis has been limited to the main legislation relating to social 
security benefits and other forms of support. The study shows that France generally respects the 
principle of equal treatment regarding its social legislation. 
 
The general social security regime (Article L200-1 of the Social Security Code) covers: 

• Social insurances 
• Work accident and professional sickness 
• Family benefits 

 
Under Article L380-1 of the Social Security Code, any person who resides legally in France benefits 
from the general social security regime. Article L412-2 on work accident and professional sickness 
benefit refers only to Article L.311-3, which refers to Article L311-2. This last provision refers to all 
persons employed or self-employed regardless of their nationality. With regard to family benefits, 
Article L512-1 states that foreigners’ (who reside in France) children will benefit from all forms of 
child benefits (there are 9 different child benefits listed in Article L.511-1). Article L512-2 specifies 
that this right is conditional only upon the legality of their residence for EU citizens, while the 
remaining of the Article sets out additional conditions for other foreigners.  
 
However, the provision does not apply specifically to family members who are not nationals of a 
Member State and who have the right of residence or permanent residence. These would fall under the 
general regime for foreigners and therefore be subject to additional conditions. This could have 
practical consequences in the case of a divorce when the spouse retains the custody of the child, as the 
child benefit is allocated to the parent who has the child in their custody. However, it should be noted 
that the Circulaire n° 2008-024 of 28 June 2008 (see below) specifies cases when the right of 
residence is maintained for family members of an EU citizen (who entered France) who are not 
nationals of a Member State. These include, amongst others, separation, end of a PACS, divorce, 
annulment of a marriage when the family member retains the custody of a child or benefits of a right 
of visit to the under-age child if this right is exercised in France. Benefit is also subject to the 
possession of one of the residence cards, listed in Article D.512-1 of the social security code. It should 
be noted that the residence card of a European citizen’s family member is not included in the list. The 
Circulaire states that Article D.512-1 should be amended accordingly. However, meanwhile, a refusal 
should be opposed to persons producing such a residence card. 
 
In addition, the Social Security Code, Book 8, provides for a range of benefits linked to the specific 
situation of the persons (the relevant provisions are reproduced in Annex I). These are: 
 

• Benefit to old people (allocation de solidarité aux personnes âgées) 
• Benefit to handicapped adults (allocation aux adultes handicapés) 
• Social housing benefit for certain categories (allocation au logement social) 
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• Support to local authorities and organisations housing, on a temporary basis, vulnerable 
persons or managing areas for nomadic people 

• Complementary health protection and support to payment of a complementary health 
insurance 

 
All these benefits extend automatically to all Union citizens residing legally in France. This condition 
of legal residence is differently worded depending on the benefit concerned. In certain cases, the 
wording is similar to the one used by the legislation on RMI (benefit to handicapped adults) or refers 
to Article L.180-1 (complementary health protection) or refers only to the regularity of the stay in 
France (support to local authorities and organisations) or to a stable and regular residence in France 
(benefit to old people). Finally, in the case of housing benefit for certain categories, the French 
provision restricts the benefit to French nationals. This is considered as a case of non-conformity. (For 
the list enumerating the different analysed social measures, cf. Appendix I to the ToC.)  
 
Art.L.262-9-1 of the Social Action and Family Code relates to the Insertion Minimum Revenue 
(Revenu minimum d’insertion – RMI) extends the right to benefit from RMI to Union citizens, who 
fulfil the conditions of residence. However, it does not extend specifically to family members who are 
not nationals of a Member State and who have the right of residence or permanent residence. These 
would fall under Art.262-9 which applies to foreigners with the exception of Union citizens and 
citizens of states party to the Agreement on the European Economic Area. See also comments above 
relating to Circulaire n° 2008-024 of 18 June 2008. 
 
With regard to student grants, the Circulaire of the Ministry of Higher Education N°2007-067 of 20 
March 2007 on the Rules of Allocation of Higher Education Grants Based on Merits – year 2007-2008 
assimilate students, Union citizens, and French nationals. The Circulaire of the Ministry of Higher 
Education N°2007-066 DU 20-3-2007 on Rules of Allocation of Higher Education Grants Based on 
Social Criteria – year 2007-2008 refers to the conditions set up in Articles 7 and 12 of Regulation No 
1612-68 (CE).  
 
Finally, it should be noted that Circulaire n° 2008-024 of 18 June 200814 of the CNAF (Caisse 
Nationale d’Allocation Familiales which is the public organisation which manages most of the 
different social benefits, along with the RMI, benefit to handicapped adult, isolated parent benefit), 
recalls and clarifies the rules governing the right to reside of EU citizens and the members of their 
family. The Circulaire applies to all family benefits managed by the CAF. 
 
With regard to inactive EU citizens, in order to fulfil the conditions for the right of residence, they 
should justify: 
 

• Sufficient resources for him/her and his/her family members i.e., at least equivalent to the 
minimum insertion revenue (this point will be detailed in future ministerial instructions).  

• Sickness and maternity insurance (from an organism based in France or in another county), by 
presenting a certificate (attestation) from the insurance company. 

 
The Circulaire specifies how the fulfilment of the condition of legality of residence can be checked by 
referring to other institutions e.g., by checking if the person does not benefit from State medical 
assistance (Aide médicale d’Etat – AME) which is granted only to people in illegal situations, hence, 
if the person benefits from the AME, it cannot benefit from the other benefits such as the RMI. If the 
person resides legally, the CAF should check s/he has comprehensive medical insurance and, then, if 
s/he has sufficient resources.  
 
However, it should be underlined that circulaires do not have legal force and, therefore, cannot be 

                                                 
14 Circulaire n°2008-024 of the National Caisse d’Allocations Familiales of 18 June 2008 on European Citizens’ 
right of residence 
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considered as transposing legislation 
 
Article 24(2), which provides important exceptions to the right of access to the social assistance 
system, is correctly transposed. Under Article L380-1 of the Social Security Code, any person who 
resides legally in France benefits from the general social security regime. At the same time, Article 
380-3 excludes EU citizen job seekers covered by Article 14(4)(b) of the Directive. Article R380-1 
specifies that the general social security regime benefits only the persons who have resided for more 
than three months in France. Article R380-1 specifies that the benefit to the general social security 
system does not apply for the first three months of residence with some exceptions, including for 
people who are enrolled in an educational institution, and for people entitled to some other forms of 
benefits. It should be noted that all employed or self-employed people are covered under the general 
compulsory social security system (Article L111-2-2 of the Social Security Code). The same goes with 
regard to work accident and professional sickness benefits. In this case, Article L412-2 refers only to 
Article L.311-3, which refers to Article L311-2. This last provision refers to all persons employed or 
self-employed regardless of their nationality, without any condition linked to the duration of their stay. 
 
With regard to child benefits, only the condition of legal residence applies. In the case of the solo 
parent benefit, Article L524-1 excludes specifically job seekers covered by Article 14(4)(b) of the 
Directive. Besides, entitlement to this benefit is not granted during the first three months of residence, 
with some exceptions including people engaging in professional activity. 
 
In addition, the Social Security Code provides for a range of benefits linked to the specific situation of 
the persons (the relevant provisions are reproduced in Annex I). These are listed in the comments 
above under Article 24(1) of the Directive. Only benefit to handicapped adults and complementary 
health protection and support to payment of a complementary health insurance are subject to 
conditions corresponding to Article 24(2) of the Directive. For the other benefits, the conditions are 
those described in the comments above under Article 24(1) of the Directive. 
 
In addition, reference should be made to the Circulaire N°DSS/DACI/2007/418 of social security 
direction of 23 November 2007 on granting Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie 
Universelle – CMU) or Complementary Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie Universelle 
complémentaire – CMUc) to European Union, European Economic Space and Switzerland who are 
residing or wish to reside in France as inactive, students or job seekers, clarifies the rules applicable to 
the granting of social security to European Union citizens and their families. The Circulaire clarifies 
the rules applicable under Article 24(2) of the Directive and specifies the restrictions which can apply 
to those categories of EU citizens, in conformity with the relevant provisions of the Directive. It is 
complemented by Circulaire n° 2008-024 of 18 June 2008 (see above) which specifies that in the RMI, 
the benefit to handicapped adults and solo parents are subject to a three month residence condition. 
This condition is not applicable to persons who engage in a professional activity or have had one and 
stopped due to incapacity to work or enrolment in vocational training or registration as job seeker. Nor 
is it applicable to their direct relatives in the ascending line, descendants, spouse or partners. The 
Circulaire also excludes job seekers from benefiting from the RMI, along with other family benefits, 
benefits to handicapped adults and to solo parents. This applies as long as the job seeker has genuine 
chances of being engaged.  
 
Article L.262-9-1 of the Social Action and Family Code relates to the Insertion Minimum Revenue 
(Revenu minimum d’insertion – RMI). EU citizen job seekers covered by Article 14(4)(b) of the 
Directive are specifically excluded from the benefit of RMI. Entitlement to RMI is not granted during 
the first three months of residence, with some exceptions including people having a professional 
activity.  
 
With regard to student grants, reference should be made to the Circulaire of the Ministry of Higher 
Education N°2007-066 DU 20-3-2007 on the Rules of Allocation of Higher Education Grants Based 
on Social Criteria – year 2007-2008. The Circulaire refers to Articles 7 and 12 of Regulation No 1612-
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68 (CE). With reference to Article 24 of the Directive, it specifies that the condition linked to the 
status of workers in France is not requested from students who can prove a certain level of integration 
in French society. The level of integration is to be assessed in view of the duration of his/her stay, 
school education in French or his/her family links with France. If the student can justify 5 years of 
uninterrupted regular residence in France, this condition is not required. Circulaire n° 2008-024 of 18 
June 2008 details the conditions attached to the student’s right to reside for more than three months. In 
order to check the fulfillment of these conditions, the student should produce: 

• A certificate of enrolment; 
• A European card of sickness insurance or a certificate from the insurance company; and 
• A sworn declaration or any other means guaranteeing that he has sufficient resources for him 

or herself or family. 
 

2.5.4 General provisions concerning residence documents (Article 25) 
 
Article 25 stipulates that possession of residence documents may under no circumstances be made a 
precondition for the exercise of a right or the completion of an administrative formality, as entitlement 
to rights may be attested by any other means of proof, and that all residence documents shall be issued 
free of charge or for a charge not exceeding that imposed on nationals for the issuing of similar 
documents. Article R121-5 Ceseda effectively transposes this provision with regard to the registration 
certificate. 
 
With regard to the residence or permanent residence card, the relevant provisions of Ceseda specify 
that 'the entitlement to the right of residence is not subordinated to the possession of this card'. Such 
wording is included in the provisions relating to the different optional residence card, as well as to the 
permanent resident card (Article R.121-10 to 13). This is not as precise as the wording of the 
Directive. In addition, such a sentence is not included in the equivalent provision related to a family 
member from a third country (non-EU) and the application for a family member residence card is not 
included. Therefore, the transposition is considered as incomplete. 
 
Another important conformity issue is Article L 121-2 Ceseda, in its version resulting from the Law of 
20 November 2007, as it states that the foreigners which do not respect the obligation to register are 
considered as residing in France for less than three months. This provision is in contradiction with the 
principles stated in the previous Articles. Regarding this contradiction, it does not seem impossible to 
consider that an EU citizen, who does not register, might always prove by any means that s/he has 
been residing in France for more than three months. Such an interpretation would however render 
Article L 121-2 superfluous. Another interpretation would be to consider that the -registration stops all 
rights which are linked to residence of more than three months (e.g., right to social assistance and right 
to permanent residence), what would be a very important conformity issue. For this reason, Article L 
121-2 creates an insecurity, which should be considered as a non-transposition. Moreover, Article L 
121-2 is legislative, whereas Article R121-5 is only executive. As a consequence, Article L121-2 
prevails over Article R121-5.   
 

2.5.5 Checks (Article 26) 
 
Article 26 provides that Member States may carry out checks to ensure that beneficiaries of the 
Directive carry their residence cards in the same way as nationals carry their identity card. Under 
Article 611-1 of Ceseda, all foreigners are required to always carry with them the documents 
authorising them to circulate or stay in France. A similar obligation for French citizens to always carry 
with them their identity card does not exist. On this point, transposition is incorrect.  
 
The Criminal Procedure Code, Article 78-1 to 6, provides for possibility to conduct identity checks on 
anybody within the French territory and sets up a restrictive list of cases where controls can be carried 
out. These Articles apply identically to French nationals and foreigners. Pursuant to Article 78-3 of the 
Code de procedure pénale if the concerned person refuses or is unable to prove his identity, s/he may 
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in case of necessity be kept where s/he is or on the police premises where s/he is taken in order to have 
his identity checked. S/he is in every case immediately brought before a judicial police officer who 
gives him the opportunity to offer by any means available material establishing his identity, and who 
proceeds if necessary to do what is necessary to verify them. Moreover, the person under inspection 
may be detained, but only for the time strictly required to ascertain his/her identity. The detention may 
not last longer than four hours from the moment of the identity check made pursuant to Article 78-2 
and the district prosecutor may put an end to it at any time. If the person questioned maintains his 
refusal to prove his identity, or produces proof of identity which is obviously false, the inspection 
operations may, after an authorisation is granted by the district prosecutor or the investigating judge, 
lead to the taking of fingerprints or photographs when this is the only way to ascertain the identity of 
the person concerned. Refusal to let take these fingerprints or photographs exposes the concerned 
person to three months imprisonment and a fine of 3.750€ (78-5 Code de la procedure pénale). 
 

2.6 Restrictions on the right of entry and residence on grounds of public policy, 
public security and public health 

 
2.6.1 General principles (Article 27) 

 
Article 27 concerning the general principles of restrictions on the right of entry and the right of 
residence on grounds of public policy, public security or public health is incompletely transposed in 
France. In general, the French legislation refers only to public policy (ordre public). This however 
does not affect the conformity of the transposition, since in France public security comes under public 
policy. The general restriction is set up in Article 121-4 and further repeated in Article L.121-1, L.121-
3 and L.122-1. Public health does not constitute a ground of restriction of the right of entry or 
residence. 
 
In France, restrictions on the right of entry and residence result from so-called ‘mesures 
d’éloignement’, a term used in Article L121-4, and which covers different types of measures: denial of 
entry at the border, obligation to leave the French territory (obligation de quitter le territoire français 
– OQTF), sending back to the borders (mesure de reconduite à la frontière pénale (see Article 33) or 
administrative (see Article 27)), and expulsion stricto sensu (both ordinary and extraordinary). These 
are regulated in Book 5 of the Ceseda. (For a classification of these restrictions, cf. Appendix II to the 
ToC). 
 
The concept of public order is neither defined in French Law, nor by a jurisprudential precedent. This 
means that the concept is voluntarily imprecise, in order to make case-by-case decisions. In general, 
the administration bases its decision on criminal sanctions. Those are however neither necessary 
(restrictions on grounds of public order can be taken even in absence of criminal sanctions), nor 
sufficient (criminal sanctions do not in and of themselves justify restrictions on grounds of public 
order). The consequences of the decision on the foreigner’s family life with regards to Article 8 ECHR 
also have to be taken into account, and the decision must be proportional.15  
 
French legislation uses several terms when referring to public order. An obligation to leave the French 
territory is possible if the attitude of a foreigner constitutes a threat to public order during his first 
three months of residence (“le comportement de l’étranger a constitué une menace pour l’ordre 
public”; L511-1 8° Ceseda). An expulsion measure is possible if the presence of the foreigner 
constitutes a serious threat to public order (“si la presence de l’étranger constitue une menace grave 
pour l’ordre public.” L521-1 Ceseda). For some specific categories of foreigners (L521-2 Ceseda 
provides the following list :  
 

                                                 
15 cf. « GISTI : Le guide de l’entrée et du séjour des étrangers en France », édition La Découverte, Paris, 2008, 
p.79-80. 
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1° L'étranger, ne vivant pas en état de polygamie, qui est père ou mère d'un enfant français mineur 
résidant en France, à condition qu'il établisse contribuer effectivement à l'entretien et à l'éducation 
de l'enfant dans les conditions prévues par l'article 371-2 du code civil depuis la naissance de 
celui-ci ou depuis au moins un an ;  
2° L'étranger marié depuis au moins trois ans avec un conjoint de nationalité française, à condition 
que la communauté de vie n'ait pas cessé depuis le mariage et que le conjoint ait conservé la 
nationalité française ;  
4° L'étranger qui réside régulièrement en France depuis plus de dix ans, sauf s'il a été, pendant 
toute cette période, titulaire d'une carte de séjour temporaire portant la mention " étudiant " ;  
5° L'étranger titulaire d'une rente d'accident du travail ou de maladie professionnelle servie par un 
organisme français et dont le taux d'incapacité permanente est égal ou supérieur à 20 % ; 
6° Le ressortissant d'un Etat membre de l'Union européenne, d'un autre Etat partie à l'accord sur 
l'Espace économique européen ou de la Confédération suisse qui séjourne régulièrement en France 
depuis dix ans), expulsion is only possible if this measure “constitutes a imperious necessity for 
the State security or public security” (“que si cette mesure constitue une nécéssité imérieuse pour 
la sureté de l’Etat ou la sécurité publique”,L521-2 Ceseda). 

For another list of foreigners (L521-3 Ceseda):  

1° L'étranger qui justifie par tous moyens résider habituellement en France depuis qu'il a atteint au 
plus l'âge de treize ans ; 2° L'étranger qui réside régulièrement en France depuis plus de vingt ans ; 
3° L'étranger qui réside régulièrement en France depuis plus de dix ans et qui, ne vivant pas en état 
de polygamie, est marié depuis au moins quatre ans soit avec un ressortissant français ayant 
conservé la nationalité française, soit avec un ressortissant étranger relevant du 1°, à condition que 
la communauté de vie n'ait pas cessé depuis le mariage ; 4° L'étranger qui réside régulièrement en 
France depuis plus de dix ans et qui, ne vivant pas en état de polygamie, est père ou mère d'un 
enfant français mineur résidant en France, à condition qu'il établisse contribuer effectivement à 
l'entretien et à l'éducation de l'enfant dans les conditions prévues par l'article 371-2 du code civil 
depuis la naissance de celui-ci ou depuis au moins un an ; 5° L'étranger résidant habituellement en 
France dont l'état de santé nécessite une prise en charge médicale dont le défaut pourrait entraîner 
pour lui des conséquences d'une exceptionnelle gravité, sous réserve qu'il ne puisse effectivement 
bénéficier d'un traitement approprié dans le pays de renvoi. Les dispositions du présent article ne 
sont toutefois pas applicables à l'étranger mentionné au 3° ou au 4° ci-dessus lorsque les faits à 
l'origine de la mesure d'expulsion ont été commis à l'encontre de son conjoint ou de ses enfants ou 
de tout enfant sur lequel il exerce l'autorité parentale) 

 
expulsion measures are only possible “in case of attitudes susceptible to threats to a fundamental 
interests of the State, or linked to activities of terrorism, or constituting acts of explicit and voluntary 
provocation to discrimination, hate or violence against a certain person or a group of persons” (“qu'en 
cas de comportements de nature à porter atteinte aux intérêts fondamentaux de l'Etat, ou liés à des 
activités à caractère terroriste, ou constituant des actes de provocation explicite et délibérée à la 
discrimination, à la haine ou à la violence contre une personne déterminée ou un groupe de 
personnes“, L521-3 Ceseda). 
 
In practice, no real distinction exists between the first two cases. “Threat to public order” and “serious 
threat to public order” are indeed appreciated in a very similar way. For both notions, a criminal 
sanction is independent from the characterisation of the threat to public order, since criminal sanctions 
are neither necessary (restrictions on grounds of public order can be taken even in absence of criminal 
sanctions), nor sufficient (criminal sanctions do not justify by themselves restrictions on grounds of 
public order).16 In practice, expulsion measures are mostly the indirect consequence of criminal 
sanctions. Otherwise, they can be the consequence of attitudes potentially exposing the individual to 
criminal pursuits. 
 
As no clear definition of public order is given by the French legislation, it seems necessary to clearly 
transpose the specific guarantees of the Directive with regards to the application of the restrictions to 

                                                 
16 CE, 22 janvier 1997, requête n° 163690, Nafa ; CE, 26 octobre 1998, Diallo, requête n° 173098. 
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freedom of movement by national authorities. This is not the case for the French legislation. Thus, 
French legislation does not state that grounds of public order or public security shall not be invoked to 
serve economic ends. Therefore, the transposition is considered as incomplete. 
 
Moreover, the French legislation does not include a provision stating specifically that measures taken 
on grounds of public policy (or security) shall be based exclusively on the personal conduct of the 
individual concerned. Nor is there a provision stating explicitly that previous criminal convictions 
shall not in themselves constitute grounds for taking such measures.  
 
The jurisprudence (Conseil d’Etat) has recognised that criminal convictions should not legally justify 
an expulsion measure.17 The administrative authority should still check that the presence of the person 
concerned and on the French territory constitutes a threat to the public order, under all the 
circumstances of the case. Slight threats to public order, such as non-presentation of a child,18 
prostitution,19 or infringements to the legislation on entry and residence of foreigners20 do not justify 
the recourse to an expulsion measure. In practice, the control is however limited, and subject to 
important variations due to the actual social, if not political, environment. Two particularly revealing 
decisions can be quoted, in which the Cour administrative d’appel de Nantes considered that 
shoplifting constitutes a ground of expulsion. In a first ruling, it refused to verify the conditions stated 
in the Directive, as the Directive may not be invoked in order to contest the individual decision of 
sending back to the border.21 In a more recent ruling it decided that such an attitude is, even in the 
absence of criminal proceedings, a genuine, present and sufficiently serious threat affecting one of the 
fundamental interests of society, as stated in the Directive.22 Both decisions were taken against 

                                                 
17 CE, 24 janvier 1994, M’Barki, Recueil CE, p.28 : « Considérant que les infractions pénales commises par un 
étranger ne sauraient, à elles seules, justifier légalement une mesure d'expulsion et ne dispensent en aucun cas 
l'autorité compétente d'examiner, d'après l'ensemble des circonstances de l'affaire, si la présence de l'intéressé sur 
le territoire français est de nature à constituer une menace pour l'ordre et la sécurité publics. »;  
CE, 24 mai 1989, Min. Int. c/ El Rhmani, n° 87588, Dr. Adm. 1989, commentaire n° 394 : « Considérant que les 
infractions pénales commises par un étranger ne sauraient, à elles seules, justifier légalement une mesure 
d'expulsion et ne dispensent en aucun cas l'autorité compétente d'examiner d'après l'ensemble des circonstances 
de l'affaire, si la présence de l'intéressé sur le territoire français est de nature à constituer une mesure grave pour 
l'ordre public. »  
18 CE, 21 mars 1980, Ifrah : Rec. CE, p. 820. 
19 CE, 20 juin 1980, req. N° 11653, Madji. 
20 CE, 3 février 1975, Min. Int. c/ Pardov : Rec. CE, p. 83. 
21 CAA Nantes, 4 mai 2007 : « Considérant que Mlle X, ressortissante de nationalité roumaine, non soumise à 
l'obligation de visa, et qui déclare être entrée en France le 13 février 2007 sous couvert d'un passeport, a commis 
un vol à l'étalage le 15 février suivant ; qu'elle s'était munie, la veille, d'un dispositif destiné à éviter le 
déclenchement de l'alarme et n'a restitué le produit qu'après avoir été interpellée ; qu'un tel comportement doit, 
dès lors, être regardé comme constitutif d'une menace pour l'ordre public au sens des dispositions précitées du 8° 
du II de l'article L. 511-1 du code de l'entrée et du séjour des étrangers et du droit d'asile ; que, si Mlle X entend 
faire référence à une jurisprudence de la Cour de justice des Communautés européennes, elle ne précise, en tout 
état de cause, pas en quoi la légalité de la décision contestée serait susceptible d'être influencée par cette 
jurisprudence ; qu'à supposer même que la requérante entende invoquer la directive du Conseil 64/221/CEE ou la 
directive 2004/38/CE du 29 avril 2004, elle ne peut utilement se prévaloir de ce que la décision contestée, qui n'a 
pas de caractère réglementaire, méconnaîtrait les obligations qui découlent de ces directives. » 
22 CAA Nantes, 21 décembre 2007 : « Considérant que M. X, ressortissant roumain, qui a déclaré être entré en 
France à la fin du mois d'avril 2007 en étant en possession d'un passeport, a été interpellé le 8 juin 2007 pour un 
vol à l'étalage commis en réunion dans un grand magasin de Saint-Herblain (Loire-Atlantique) au moyen d'un 
sac muni d'un dispositif destiné à éviter le déclenchement de l'alarme de détection des vols lors du passage des 
clients aux caisses de l'établissement ; qu'à l'occasion de son interpellation par les services de police, M. X, qui 
était en possession de ce sac, a reconnu avoir dérobé des marchandises ; qu'ainsi, eu égard à l'ensemble des 
circonstances de l'espèce, son comportement a représenté une menace réelle, actuelle et suffisamment grave pour 
la sécurité publique qui constitue un intérêt fondamental de la société ; que, dans ces conditions, et alors même 
qu'aucune poursuite pénale n'a été engagée contre l'intéressé, le préfet de la Loire-Atlantique, qui n'a pas fondé 
sa décision sur des faits matériellement inexacts, a pu légalement, et sans porter atteinte au droit fondamental, 
que détiennent les citoyens de l'Union européenne, de circuler et de séjourner librement sur le territoire des Etats 
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Romanian nationals. They illustrate the necessity to have clear legal instructions for the administration 
and judges, as otherwise abuses cannot be excluded. 
 
Another important consequence of the legal uncertainty derived from the lack of transposition of the 
principles set out in Article 27 is the possibility to expel nationals of the new Member States, who 
exercise a professional activity without authorisation. Some Courts accept the possibility to expel the 
concerned persons in such cases,23 whereas others interpret French legislation as excluding the 
possibility of expulsion in this case.24 The Conseil d’Etat has decided that the administration has the 
possibility to expel Romanian and Bulgarian citizens who exercise a professional activity without 
being in possession of a residence card or work authorisation, without any obligation for the 
administration to verify if the concerned person has a right of residence based on reasons other than 
being a worker, or if s/he can be expelled on grounds of public order or security.25 Thus, the possibility 
to expel persons pursuant to L.511-1 8° Ceseda, if they do not respect the legislation concerning the 
necessity to obtain an authorisation for employment, is implicitly but necessarily judged as 
conforming to the Directive by the Conseil d’Etat. Such an interpretation might be subject to 
discussion. These expulsions are even possible during the first three months of residence.  
 
It should also be underlined that ministerial instructions, especially concerning Romanian and 
Bulgarian citizens, may easily lead to a very comprehensive interpretation of the exception of public 
order and public security. This could be interpreted as an invitation to expel in most cases, and that 
infringements to the labour legislation can systematically constitute reasons for expulsion. This 
possibility also exists if the persons concerned are in a situation of complete dependence of the French 
social assistance system, without need in this case to take specifically into account the personal 
situation of the individual (see under Article 14 for more details).26  
 
The necessity to respect the private and family life of the persons concerned is a constitutional 
principle.27 It should also be underlined that the principle of proportionality is only applied by an 

                                                                                                                                                         
membres de l'Union, ordonner, par son arrêté du 9 juin 2007, la reconduite à la frontière de M. X. » 
23 CAA Marseille, 17 mars 2008. 
24 CAA Bordeaux, 14 février 2008, N° 08BX00244, and 17 juillet 2008, N° 08BX00244. 
25 Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 301813. « Considérant, en deuxième lieu, qu'aux 
termes du II de l'article L. 511�1 du code de l'entrée et du séjour des étrangers et du droit d'asile : « L'autorité 
administrative compétente peut, par arrêté motivé, décider qu'un étranger sera reconduit à la frontière dans les 
cas suivants : … 8°… s'il n'est pas soumis à l'obligation du visa, le comportement de l'étranger a constitué une 
menace pour l'ordre public ou si… l'étranger a méconnu les dispositions de l'article L. 341�4 du code du travail 
» ; qu'en prévoyant au point 2.3 premier tiret, que, pendant les trois premiers mois de leur séjour, les Roumains 
et les Bulgares pourraient faire l'objet d'un arrêté de reconduite à la frontière en vertu des dispositions précitées, 
si leur comportement constitue une menace pour l'ordre public ou s'ils enfreignent la législation du travail, la 
circulaire n'a fait que rappeler les termes de la loi. »  
26 Circulaire NOR/INT/D/06/00115/C of 22 December 2006 on conditions of admission for stay and expulsion 
of Romanian and Bulgarian nationals from 1st January 2007 (Circulaire sur les modalités d’admission au séjour 
et d’éloignement des ressortissants roumains et bulgares à partir du 1er janvier 2007). 
27 Décision N° 97-389 DC du 22 avril 1997 du Conseil constitutionnel, « Loi portant diverses dispositions 
relatives à l'immigration » : « Considérant que le dixième alinéa du Préambule de la Constitution du 27 octobre 
1946 dispose que " la Nation assure à l'individu et à la famille les conditions nécessaires à leur développement " ; 
qu'il résulte de cette disposition que les étrangers dont la résidence en France est stable et régulière ont, comme 
les nationaux, le droit de mener une vie familiale normale ; que les méconnaissances graves du droit au respect 
de leur vie privée sont pour les étrangers comme pour les nationaux de nature à porter atteinte à leur liberté 
individuelle ; 
Considérant qu'au moment où il formule une demande de renouvellement de sa carte de résident, l'étranger peut 
se prévaloir d'une présence régulière sur le territoire français d'une durée de dix ans au moins ; qu'en raison d'une 
telle stabilité, de nature à avoir fait naître entre l'étranger et le pays d'accueil des liens multiples, une simple 
menace pour l'ordre public ne saurait suffire à fonder un refus de renouvellement de ce titre de séjour sans 
atteintes excessives au droit de l'intéressé au respect de sa vie familiale et privée, alors qu'à tout moment la 
préservation de l'ordre public permet à l'autorité administrative, en cas de menace grave, de prononcer son 
expulsion selon les conditions et procédures prévues par les articles 23 à 26 de l'ordonnance précitée du 
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administrative judge in reference to Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights on 
protection of family life28 and not in regards with the specific requirements stated in the Directive.29 
Even if this control of proportionality with regard to private and family life is extremely developed in 
France, French legislation does not guarantee the same level of protection as the Directive. This is 
another point where transposition is not accurate. 
 
Moreover, French legislation does not include a provision specifically stating that the personal conduct 
of the individual concerned must represent a genuine, present and sufficiently serious threat affecting 
one of the fundamental interests of society, as per Article 27(2) of the Directive. However, under the 
application of administrative general law, in particular, the general principles of law (the ‘principes 
généraux du droit’, which are considered a source of law in the French legal system), the 
administration under the control of an administrative judge, has to take into account the personal 
conduct of the individual person in order to assess whether this person constitutes a threat to public 
order.30 However, the administrative judge has no obligation to specifically check each point covered 
by the Directive (personal conduct, personal situation, etc. under Article 27(2), 2nd para, and Article 
28(1)), and in practice the attitude of the judges is not consistent (see above). The Conseil d’Etat does 
not operate or impose such systematic verification and motivation either. The transposition in France 
can not therefore be considered as sufficient, since a real uncertainty exists, and the administration and 
Courts do not systematically verify if the conditions of the Directive have been fulfilled. 
 
Article 27(3) regarding collaboration with other Member States has not been transposed.  
 
Concerning the obligation pursuant to Article 27(4) to let French nationals re-enter, France has signed 
and the Protocol no. 4 of the ECHR, which has become part of the national legal system. This Article 
has to be respected by all French authorities. However, the second part of Article 27(4) (when the 
nationality of the holder is in dispute) has not been specifically transposed. This is a minor case of 
non-conformity. 
 

2.6.2 Protection against expulsion (Article 28) 
 
• Criteria to evaluate the decisions (Article 28(1)) 
 
No transposition measures have been taken in order to implement Article 28(1). In addition, under the 
current jurisprudence, the different points listed in Article 28(1) are generally not verified (see above 
comments under Article 27(2), second subparagraph, of the Directive). The control of compliance with 
Article 8 ECHR is in practice very close to the requirements of Article 28(1). Judges consider the 
reality of family links in France and in the country of origin, duration of stay in France,31 marriage 
with a person residing legally in France, presence of children in France,32 state of health and absence 
of economic resources,33 and scholarship of children in France.34 In order to guarantee efficient respect 
of the protection accorded by the Directive, an explicit transposition seems, however, necessary. This 
lack of clear legal or jurisprudential indications to take the requirements of Article 28(1) into account 
before taking an expulsion decision is a case of non-conformity. 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
2 novembre 1945 ; que, par suite, les mots " sauf si la présence de l'étranger constitue une menace pour l'ordre 
public et " doivent être déclarés contraires à la Constitution. » 
28 CE, Ass., 19 avril 1991, req. N° 117680, Mme Babas. 
29 The actual jurisprudence very frequently refers to Article 8 of the ECHR, but no ruling of the Conseil d’Etat 
precise that proportionality must be respected with regards to the requirements of the Directive. 
30 CE, 30 novembre 1979, Mendès, Recueil CE, p. 610 ; Juris-Data n°1979-043023. 
31 CAA Paris, 17 janvier 2006, req. N° 05PA02678. 
32 CE, 10 janvier 2005, req. N° 258740, Préfet du Rhône. 
33 CE, 27 October 2004, req. n° 266472, Yamoulé-Ounda.  
34 CE, 29 juillet 2002, Djenane. 
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• Expulsion of permanent residents (Article 28(2)) 
 
Concerning the specific protection of holders of permanent right of residence, Article 511-4 limits the 
possibility to expel a EU citizens and their family who have the right of permanent residence on the 
basis of an obligation to leave the French territory (obligation de quitter le territoire) or a measure of 
sending back to the border (d’une mesure de reconduite à la frontière). An expulsion stricto sensu is 
still possible. However Article L521-1 explicitly limits such possibility to serious grounds of public 
policy or public security, namely if the person’s presence constitutes a serious threat to public order 
(see above under Article 27 for more details about definition of “serious threat to public order”). 
 
• Expulsion of persons living in Spain for 10 years and minors (Article 28(3)) 
 
The protection of EU citizens residing for at least ten years in France is effectively transposed through 
Article L521-2 Ceseda, as expulsion is only possible if the expulsion measure constitutes an 
imperative necessity for State or public security. The “nécessité impérieuse” is defined in the case law. 
However, French legislation provides a general case, in which this condition is fulfilled, and the 
persons concerned can be expelled if he/she represents a serious threat, “menace grave”, to public 
order. This is the case where the person has been condemned to at least five years of imprisonment. In 
this case, s/he can be expelled even if there is no “imperious necessity”. This seems to be a very clear 
infringement, as the controls operated by the administration and courts are limited to the ordinary 
control of “serious threat to public order”, whereas the Directive imposes supplementary protection. In 
such a case, expulsion is possible unless the foreigner proves a particularly important threat to his/her 
family life.35 No particular provisions apply to EU citizens and their family members in order to 
guarantee more efficient protection.  
 
Otherwise, in order to characterise the notion of “imperative necessity for State security”, 
jurisprudence refers to repeated condemnations or particularly serious crimes, which constitute an 
important presumption of “imperative necessity” and the attempt to the respect of private and family 
life is consequently less characterised.36  In general, cases of “imperative necessity” correspond to the 
most serious crimes, such as murder,37 rape,38 drug dealing,39 espionage,40 and theft with violence.41 In 
practice “imperative necessity for State security” is often characterised if the individual has been 
condemned to a long custodial penalty. This definition of the content of “imperative grounds of public 
security” seems to conform to the Directive, as the Directive leaves room for the Member States to 
appreciate what constitutes such “imperative grounds of public security”.  
 
Concerning the expulsion of minors, the French provision is more favourable than the Directive as an 
expulsion decision cannot be taken against a minor, even on imperative grounds of public security. 
However, there is no mention of the exception linked to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 
and referred to in the Directive’s provision. This Convention is directly applicable in France, and for 

                                                 
35 CE, 6 mars 2002, req n° 227001, Min.Int. c/ Sezer : « M. X..., condamné à 7 ans d'emprisonnement pour trafic 
de stupéfiants, fait valoir qu'il est entré en France à l'âge de 13 ans, s'est marié en 1994 pendant sa détention et a 
reconnu le 19 mai 1994 deux enfants de nationalité française nés en 1990 et 1992, que sa famille réside en 
France, qu'il n'a plus d'attaches en Turquie, qu'il bénéficie d'une promesse d'embauche et qu'il a bénéficié le 5 
mars 1996 d'une levée de la peine d'interdiction définitive du territoire prononcée à son encontre ; que cependant, 
compte tenu de la nature et de la gravité des faits qui lui sont reprochés, la mesure d'expulsion, n'a pas porté, à la 
date où elle a été prise, à son droit au respect de sa vie familiale une atteinte excédant ce qui était nécessaire à la 
défense de l'ordre public ; que, dès lors, l'arrêté attaqué n'a pas méconnu les stipulations de l'article 8 de la 
convention européenne de sauvegarde des droits de l'homme et des libertés fondamentales. » 
36 CE, 25 avril 2007, M. Issam, req. N° 288415. 
37 CE, 19 mars 2007, req. N° 160740, Min. Int. c/ Antonijevicc. 
38 CE, 11 juin 1999, req. N° 185545, Min. Int. 
39 CE, 6 décembre 2002, req. N° 241186, Min. Int. c/ Berrioua. 
40 CE, 6 mai 1988, Abdul, Rec. CE, p. 182. 
41 CAA Marseille, 8 mars 1999, req. N° 97MA01034, Malki. 
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this reason non-transposition is minor on this point. 
 

2.6.3 Public health (Article 29) 
 

Occurrence of diseases with epidemic potential is not a justification for measures restricting freedom 
of movement. For this reason, the French transposition on this point is more favourable. Concerning 
sanitary controls at the border, French legislation refers to the regulations of the World Health 
Organisation, as Article L3115-1 Code de la santé publique disposes: “Le contrôle sanitaire aux 
frontières est régi, sur le territoire de la République française, par les dispositions des règlements 
sanitaires pris par l'Organisation mondiale de la santé conformément aux Articles 21 et 22 de sa 
constitution, des arrangements internationaux et des lois et règlements nationaux intervenus ou à 
intervenir en cette matière en vue de prévenir la propagation par voie terrestre, maritime ou aérienne 
des maladies transmissibles.” France signed the International Health Regulations 2005 of the World 
Health Organisation on 23 May 2005, which is the main instrument concerning control at the borders. 
Transposition on this point is consequently correct. 
 

2.6.4 Expulsion as a penalty or legal consequence (Article 33) 
 
Article 33(1) is very insufficiently transposed, as French legislation does not provide that the 
requirements of Articles 27 to 29 have to be fulfilled. Expulsion (interdiction of French territory) 
orders may be issued in France against all categories of foreigners. This sanction can either be 
complementary to another sanction, or be pronounced as main penalty. Article 131-30 Code penal 
disposes that “Where it is provided for by Statute, banishment from French territory may be ordered, 
either permanently or for a maximum period of ten years, against any alien convicted of a felony or a 
misdemeanour.“ The cases foreseen by the Criminal Code are the followings: 

• Article 213-242 
crimes against humanity 

• Article 215-2 
crimes in relation to eugenics and reproductive cloning 

• Article 221-11  
wilful injury against life 

• Article 222-48 
wilful offences against the physical integrity of the person 

• Article 225-21  
offences against the dignity of persons 

• Article 311-15  
theft 

• Article 312-14  
extortion 

• Article 321-11  
receiving 

• Article 322-16  
destruction, defacement and damage dangerous to persons 

• Article 324-8  
money laundering 

• Article 414-6  
treason and espionage, other offences against the institutions of the republic or the integrity of 
the national territory,… 

• Article 422-4  
terrorism 

• Article 431-8  

                                                 
42 Hyperlinks to Criminal Code on Légifrance are inserted for all the following articles. 

http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006417546&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006417558&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006417591&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006417758&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006417922&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418156&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418188&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418256&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418310&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418340&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418417&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418453&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418469&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
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participation in an unlawful assembly 
• Article 431-12  

participating in a demonstration or public meeting while carrying a weapon 
• Article 431-19  

combat groups and disbanded movements 
• Article 434-46  

some attitudes perverting the course of justice 
• Article 435-14  

offences against the public administration of the European Communities, Member States of 
the European union, other foreign States and public international organisations 

• Article 441-11  
forgery 

• Article 442-12  
counterfeiting 

• Article 443-7  
forgery of securities issued by public authorities 

• Article 444-8  
forgery of the government’s official marks 

  
Article 131-30 Criminal Code continues by stating that:  

 
“Banishment from the French territory automatically involves the removal of the convicted person to the 
borders, at the end of his prison sentence, where applicable. Where banishment from the French territory is 
imposed together with an immediate custodial sentence, its enforcement is suspended during the execution 
of the sentence. It resumes from the day when the custodial sentence has ended, for the length of time 
determined by the convicting judgment. Banishment from the French territory imposed at the same time as 
a custodial sentence does not prevent the sentence being made subject to measures of semi-liberty, external 
placement, placement under electronic surveillance or permission to leave prison, with a view to preparing 
a request for the ban to be lifted.”  

 
Even if in practice the interdictions of the French territory are not systematically executed, they 
constitute a potentially very powerful way to restrict residence of foreigners and to expel them. 
Therefore the correct transposition of the specific protections guaranteed by the Directive seems 
particularly important. 
 
The French legislation provides for limitations to the possibility to pronounce such banishments from 
the French territory. Articles 131-30-1 and 131-30-2 of the Criminal Code provides for cases where 
the decision must be accompanied by written reasons, and for cases when such an order cannot be 
issued. Article 131-30-1 states that: 
 

“In misdemeanour cases the court may only order banishment from the French territory by means 
of a specially reasoned judgment which takes the seriousness of the offence and the personal and 
familial situation of an alien into account where the case involves: 
1° an alien, who is not living in a polygamous relationship, who is the father or mother of a French 
minor who resides in France, on condition that he or she shows he or she has actively contributed 
to the support or education of the child under the conditions provided for by article 371-2 of the 
Civil Code from the latter's birth, or for at least a year;  
2° an alien who has been married to a French national for at least two years, provided that the 
marriage took place before the offence leading to the conviction, that conjugal life is continuing, 
and that the spouse has retained French nationality; 
3° an alien who establishes by any means that he has ordinarily resided in France for more than 
fifteen years, unless at any time during this period he has held a temporary residence permit for 
students; 
4° an alien who has been lawfully resident in France for more than ten years, unless he has ever, 
during this period, held a temporary residence permit for students;  
5° an alien who is in receipt of an industrial accident or occupational disease annuity paid by a 
French organisation, and for whom the rate of permanent incapacity is equal to or greater than 

http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418476&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418490&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418715&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418744&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418770&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418798&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418821&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idArticle=LEGIARTI000006418840&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070719&dateTexte=20080730
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20%.” 
 

This provision does not set any exception applicable specifically to EU citizens and their family 
members.  
 
The same way, Article 131-30-2 contains no specific protection for EU citizens and their family 
members, as it states that:  
 

“Banishment from French territory may not be ordered where the case involves 
1° an alien who establishes by any means that he has been regular resident in France since the age 
of thirteen years or before; 
2° an alien who has been lawfully resident in France for more than twenty years; 
3° an alien who has been lawfully resident in France for at least ten years and who, while not 
living in a polygamous relationship, has been married for at least three years to a French national 
who has retained French nationality, provided that the marriage took place before the offence 
leading to the conviction, and that conjugal life is continuing; or that the alien is married, under the 
same conditions, to a foreign national who comes under the provisions of 1°; 
4° an alien, who has lawfully resided in France for more than ten years, and is not living in a 
polygamous relationship, who is the father or mother of a French minor who resides in France, on 
the condition that he or she shows that he or she has actively contributed to the support or 
education of the child under the conditions provided for by article 371-2 of the Civil Code, since 
the birth of the child or for at least a year; 
5° an alien who has been residing in France by means of a residence permit provided for by 11° of 
article 12 bis of Decree no. 45-2658 of 2 November 1945 relating to the conditions of entry and 
residence of foreigners in France.” 

 
The provisions set out in 3° and 4° are, however, not applicable where the offence that led to the 
conviction was committed against the alien's spouse or children.  
 

“The provisions of the present Article are not applicable to offences involving violation of the 
fundamental interests of the nation, provided for by chapters I, II and IV of title I of book IV and 
by articles 413-1 to 413-4, 413-10 and 413-11, or acts of terrorism provided for by articles 431-
14 to 431-17, or by counterfeiting offences provided for by articles 442-1 to 442-4.” 

 
Even if those sanctions have to have written reasons accompanying them, no legislation provides the 
obligation to verify if the conditions laid down in Articles 27 to 29 are respected, and no specific 
protection exists for EU citizens, whereas the existing protections do not cover the guarantees foreseen 
by the Directive. Those sanctions are indeed not used to prevent threat to public order, but as 
dissuasive penalties, with no obligation to take into account the requirements of Articles 27 to 29. In 
particular, the possibility to issue a ban on entry and residence on the French territory (interdiction du 
territoire) is provided when a foreigner has committed specific and particularly serious crimes such as 
terrorism, crime against humanity, etc. These cases should be considered as related to public policy or 
security. However, it can also be imposed for far less serious crimes (e.g., theft, racket or money 
laundering). Therefore, the transposition is considered as incorrect. 
 
Concerning the obligation to reconsider the decision of expulsion, France provides for the possibility 
to apply for the interdiction of entry and residence on the territory (interdiction du territoire) to be 
lifted, except in the case where the interdiction is pronounced as the main penalty. Article 702-1 of the 
Criminal Procedure Code states that:  
 

“Any person punished by a prohibition, disqualification or incapacity or publicity measure 
whatsoever, following automatically from a criminal sentence or imposed on conviction as an 
additional sentence, may apply to the court which imposed the conviction or, in the event of a 
plurality of convictions, to the court which last decided, in order to be relieved in whole or in 
part of this prohibition, disqualification or incapacity, including in respect of its length. If the 
conviction was imposed by an assize court, the court with jurisdiction to decide on the 
application is the investigating chamber within whose area jurisdiction the assize court has its 
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seat.” 
 
This application is however subject to very restrictive conditions, such as, in particular, the obligation 
pursuant to Article L541-2 Ceseda not to reside in France in order to fill in such an application. Only 
two exceptions exist in this case. First, the application can be filed during the imprisonment of the 
foreigner. Secondly, it can be filed if the foreigner is confined to his/her residence in France. 
 
Article 729-2 of the Criminal Procedure Code states that “Where an alien sentenced to a custodial 
sentence is subject to banishment from French territory, to an order escorting him back to the border, 
expulsion or extradition, his parole is subject to the execution of this measure. It may be decided 
without his consent.” Because an expulsion decision does not instantly lead to immediate physical 
expulsion, there is an interim parole-type period where if the conditions imposed are respected, this 
will help him/her request that the ban be lifted. 

 
“As an exception to the provisions of the previous Article, the penalty enforcement judge or the 
penalty enforcement court may also grant parole to an alien on whom the additional sentence of 
banishment from the French national territory has been imposed, by ordering the suspension of 
this sentence for the duration of the supervision and assistance measures provided for in Article 
732. At the end of this period, if the parole decision has not been revoked, the alien is released 
from this banishment from French national territory as of right. If it has, the measure becomes 
enforceable again.”  

 
This is another important possibility for a foreigner convicted to leave the French territory to obtain 
the lifting of this measure. On this point however, as for the rest of this specific regime of criminal 
sanction, no specific protection is granted to EU citizens and their family members. The application of 
the general rules does not lead to sufficient protection of this category of persons with regards to the 
requirements of the Directive. 
 
Furthermore there is no obligation, not even the possibility, for the French authorities to check that the 
individual concerned is currently and genuinely a threat to public policy or public security. This rule 
applies in particular if the expulsion order is enforced more than two years after it was issued, which is 
frequently the case in France as the interdictions of territory can be pronounced as a complementary 
penalty. In case the convicted person wants to benefit from a conditional release, this possibility is 
subject to the interdiction of territory to be effected, except when the judge specially decides to the 
contrary what seems clearly incompatible with the Directive. The possibility to apply for the 
interdiction to be lifted exists also for complementary sanctions pronounced by the criminal judge, but 
without indication that he has to verify the actuality of the threat to public order. And there is no 
obligation to verify this threat if the expulsion is executed more than two years after the sanction was 
pronounced. 
 
In conclusion, lifting of the territorial interdiction must always be requested by the concerned person, 
with very restrictive conditions, and France does not require the authorities to check if the threat to 
public order is still present. Therefore, the transposition is considered as incorrect. 
 

2.7 Procedural safeguards against decisions restricting free movement (Article 15, 
and  Articles 30-31)  

 
2.7.1 Notifications of the decisions (Article 30) 

 
Article 30 provides the obligation to notify any measure taken under chapter VI and to inform the 
concerned individual. In France, this obligation is transposed through general administrative law 
(Code of administrative procedure, and Law from 11 July 1979), and specifically for expulsion 
measures stricto sensu, through a special regime (L522-1 and R522-5 Ceseda). 
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The general administrative law provides the obligation to notify any individual unfavourable 
administrative decision in writing (Articles 1 and 3 Law of 11 July 1979). This notification does not 
have to be made in a language the foreigner is able to understand. The only conditions for this 
notification to be effective are the indications of the delays and possibilities to lodge an appeal.43 
 
Further precisions only exist for expulsion stricto sensu, pursuant to L522-1 Ceseda. R522-5 Ceseda 
fixes the content of the notification : 
 

 “Le bulletin de notification doit : 1° Aviser l'étranger qu'une procédure d'expulsion est engagée à 
son encontre ; 2° Enoncer les faits motivant cette procédure; 3° Indiquer la date, l'heure et le lieu 
de la réunion de la commission prévue aux articles L. 522-1 et L. 522-2 ; 4° Préciser que les débats 
de la commission sont publics ; 5° Porter à la connaissance de l'étranger les dispositions de l'article 
R. 522-6 ; 6° Faire connaître à l'étranger qu'il peut se présenter seul ou assisté d'un conseil et 
demander à être entendu avec un interprète ; 7° Informer l'intéressé qu'il peut demander l'aide 
juridictionnelle dans les conditions      prévues par la loi n° 91-647 du 10 juillet 1991 et le décret 
n° 91-1266 du 19 décembre 1991 et préciser que l'aide juridictionnelle provisoire peut lui être 
accordée par le président de la commission ; le bureau d'aide juridictionnelle territorialement 
compétent pour connaître de la demande d'aide juridictionnelle de l'étranger est celui qui est établi 
près le tribunal de grande instance du chef-lieu du département dans lequel siège la commission ; 
8° Préciser que l'étranger ou son conseil peut demander communication du dossier au service dont 
la dénomination et l'adresse doivent être indiquées dans la convocation et présenter un mémoire en 
défense ; 9° Indiquer les voies de recours qui seraient ouvertes à l'étranger contre l'arrêté 
d'expulsion qui pourrait être pris).”    

 
For expulsions, all specific safeguards are, however, excluded by L522-1 Ceseda in cases of "absolute 
urgency". This is a very clear infringement, as the concerned person does not even have to be 
informed about the expulsion measure. The administrative judge operates a “control normal” in order 
to determine if the condition of absolute urgency is met.44 The definition of absolute urgency does not 
correspond to “interest of State security” as mentioned in the Directive. Situations of absolute urgency 
for the French courts may be: the imminence of liberation from prison, if the crime committed by the 
foreigner is sufficiently serious;45 case where the foreigner is liberated before the initial term of its 
imprisonment;46 if the foreigner has recently been liberated from prison;47 or if he participates to a 
terrorist movement.48 Absolute urgency is not characterised if e.g., liberation is not imminent,49 or if 
liberation is not recent.50 Since in cases of absolute urgency, all procedural safeguards are excluded, 
even if the concerned person is an EU citizen, there is a conformity issue. Specific protection for EU 
citizens and their family members seems necessary in order to guarantee correct transposition of the 
Directive. 
 
Furthermore, even in cases without absolute urgency, there is no clear indication that the person has to 
be informed in a way that he/she is able to comprehend its content. Especially, this notification does 
not have to be made in a language the foreigner is able to understand. 51 Pursuant to R776-11 of the 
Code de la Justice administrative and L512-2 Ceseda, the foreigner has, however, the right to have an 
interpreter during the proceedings. 
 
General administrative law obliges the administration to give written reasons for decisions (mainly 
Law of 11 July 1979), but no legislation or regulation requires informing precisely and in full the 

                                                 
43 CE, 5 novembre 2001, req. N° 207860, Wang. 
44 CE, 23 mai 2003, req. 246942, Ait Abdellouahab. 
45 CAA Nancy, 20 mars 2006, req. N° 04NC00317, Xavier X. 
46 CE, 16 octobre 1998, req. N° 171333, Antate. 
47 CE, 23 juin 1993, req. N° 127342, Bouchelkia. 
48 CE, 1er avril 1998, req. N° 163901, Min Int. c/ Kisa. 
49 CE, 30 mars 1998, req. N° 170987, Hamidi. 
50 CE, 25 avril 2003, req. N° 229719, Yagoub. 
51 CE, 5 novembre 2001, req. N° 207860, Wang. 
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grounds on which the decision is based. Further provisions only exist for expulsion stricto sensu 
(L522-1 and L522-2 Ceseda and R522-1 to R522-9 Ceseda). For expulsions, all specific safeguards 
are excluded in cases of "absolute urgency" which is not the same as the “interests of State security”. 
This is a very clear infringement, as the concerned persons do not even have to be informed about the 
expulsion measure. Furthermore, even in the other cases, there is no clear indication that the person 
has to be informed precisely and in full.  
 
Article L 511-1 Ceseda excludes some expulsion measures from the required obligation that written 
reasons are given, and provides an exception only for EU citizens, but not for their family members. 
This is another clear case of non-conformity. A clear transposition of the obligation to specify the 
administrative authority and court does only exist for expulsions stricto sensu (R522-5 Ceseda). The 
jurisprudence decided however that a condition for notifications on measures restricting entry and 
residence in France to be effective is the indication of the delays and possibilities to lodge appeal.52 
Nevertheless this is an instance of incomplete transposition. 
 
The time allowed to leave the territory is correctly transposed for all administrative expulsion 
measures (Articles L511-1 and R522-9 Ceseda), but not for criminal sanctions, since for those no 
specific delays have been instituted for EU citizens, and general criminal Law provides the immediate 
execution of those measures (Articles 131-30, 131-30-1 and 131-30-2 Criminal Code). 
 

2.7.2 Procedural safeguards under Article 31 
 
Article 31 about procedural safeguards is incompletely transposed in France. Specific procedures exist 
for the obligation to leave the French territory (L512-1 Ceseda  and L7761 and R775-1 to -10 CJA) or 
a measure of sending back to the border (L512-2 Ceseda and L7761 and R775-1 to -10 CJA) and 
expulsions stricto sensu (L522-1 Ceseda).  
 
For the first measures, there is a specific judicial review procedure, which is accelerated, but gives the 
possibility to lodge an appeal. Under Article L512-1, the delay for lodging an appeal is one month 
after notification, and the Court has to take its decision within three months. If the concerned 
individual is later placed under arrest, the delay is 72 hours from notification by the competent 
administration of this arrest measure. Under L512-2, delay for lodging an appeal is 48 hours after 
notification of the decision, and the competent judge takes his decision within 72 hours after the 
application being filled. For expulsions stricto sensu, there is a specific administrative redress 
procedure, very precisely determined by L522-1 and R 522-1 to -9 Ceseda. A specific commission is 
instituted and decides on the expulsion measure. The individual is informed and invited to be heard by 
the Commission (L522-1 Ceseda). For the judicial redress procedure, general administrative and 
criminal procedure law apply. 
 
A conformity issue has been identified since, on the one hand, the specific judicial redress procedures 
is not considered as providing sufficient protection of the right of defence (in particular, the procedure 
is too expeditious – 72 hours), and, on the other hand, expulsions which are pronounced under 
"absolute urgency" are not subject to the specific protection system. This makes an effective recourse 
to the courts quite hypothetical, as execution can be enforced without any protection of the person’s 
rights of defence. 
 
Concerning the obligation to give possibility to request an interim order to suspend the expulsion 
under Article 31(2), French legislation is incomplete. For obligations to leave the French territory and  
the measure of sending back to the border, French law clearly indicates that the introduction of the 
application for judicial review suspends the execution of the expulsion measure (L512-1 and L512-3 
Ceseda). The court furthermore has to take its decision very quickly (three months or 72 hours). This 
is in line with the Directive.  

                                                 
52 CE, 5 novembre 2001, req. N° 207860, Wang. 
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However, for expulsions stricto sensu, there is no indication that an application for appeal or 
application for an interim order to suspend expulsion has a suspending effect. Under application of 
general administrative law, a "référé suspension" is always possible, but the simple application for 
such a référé suspension does not oblige the administration not to remove the concerned person. 53 
Moreover, if the expulsion is taken under "absolute urgency", the individual is not informed and does 
not benefit from any procedural safeguard before being expelled, since the relevant dispositions 
(especially L 522-1 Ceseda) always reserve this case (“Sauf en cas d’urgence absolue […]). He/she 
can only apply for judicial review once expelled, as Articles L 524-1 to -4 about the review procedure 
do not contain any exception linked to “absolute urgency”. 
 
In relation to Article 31(3) of the Directive, the redress procedure is subject to general administrative 
law, which is largely jurisprudential in France. As a result, for EU citizens, the judge makes an 
"ordinary control",54 which would probably be in accordance with the Directive, as the degree of 
control is more stringent in case of an ordinary control, whereas a control of “evident appreciation 
error” lets more discretionary power to the administration. It is, however, not certain that for family 
members, there is an ordinary control, and not just a control of "evident appreciation error".55 
Furthermore, the judges do not verify all conditions laid down in the Directive, as those are not 
correctly transposed in French legislation, and especially does not verify proportionality with regards 
to conditions of Article 28, but only in reference to Article 8 ECHR and the protection of family life.56 
Even if the Conseil d’Etat states that only EU citizens benefit from a specific protection in the area of 
expulsion, it does not define what these specific protection measures are.57 
 
Furthermore, in relation to Article 31(4) of the Directive, the possibility to submit the defence in 
person is only provided as long as the redress procedure suspends execution of the expulsion decision. 
Once the first redress procedures is decided, any possible further appeal has no suspending effect, and, 
in such a case, France does not explicitly provide the possibility for the individual to submit his/her 
defence in person. Therefore transposition is considered as incomplete. 
 

2.7.3 Exclusion orders (Article 32) 
 
Concerning transposition of Article 32 about duration of exclusion orders, French legislation states 
that excluded persons can apply for lifting of the expulsion order at any moment (L524-1 Ceseda). 
However, French legislation sets particular conditions which apply only if the application is filled after 
a period of five years (L524-2 Ceseda) in contradiction with the three years provided for by the 
Directive. These conditions provide an equivalent protection for the excluded person to the one 
granted by the Directive.  
 
Moreover, for interdictions pronounced as criminal sanctions, only the general procedure applies (cf. 
under Article 33), which does not provide any of the particular conditions of Article 32 of the 
Directive. Another very important conformity issue is the fact that interdictions of territory, 
pronounced as main or complementary penalty, can be pronounced for ten years, or for life without 
any obligation to re-consider those penalties under the specific guarantees provided for by the 
Directive (Article 131-30 Criminal Code, cf. under Article 33 for more details). 
 
Otherwise, France does not provide the obligation for the authorities to reach a decision within six 
months. It only specifies that, for application of expulsion measures (stricto sensu) to be lifted, a 
silence of four months is equivalent to a refusal (R524-2 Ceseda). For the other measures restricting 
freedom of movement, as there is no specific provision, application for administrative interdictions of 
                                                 
53 See Art 811-17 CJA ; CE, 30 juillet 2003, req. n° 256600, Djelida. 
54 CE, 24 octobre 1990, Ragusi : Rec CE, P. 290. 
55 CAA Lyon, 6 décembre 2007, operates a control of « erreur manifeste d’appréciation ». 
56 See above for more details. 
57 CE, 10 avril 2002, req. N° 234005, Lopez de la Calle Gauna. 
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territory to be lifted are implicitly considered as refused after a two-month silence by the 
administration, without any motivation (R421-2 CJA). For judicial interdictions, no delay exists. 
 
Article 32(2) on the absence of the right of entry to the territory of the MS, while the application is 
being considered, is correctly transposed through Articles L524-3 and L541-2 Ceseda. However, it 
should be underlined that the French wording is different. Persons who are subject to banishment from 
the territory are of course not allowed to enter French territory. This is a precondition to apply for the 
ban to be lifted (L524-3 : « Il ne peut être fait droit à une demande d'abrogation d'un arrêté 
d'expulsion présentée plus de deux mois après la notification de cet arrêté que si le ressortissant 
étranger réside hors de France » ; L541-2 : « Il ne peut être fait droit à une demande de relèvement 
d'une interdiction du territoire que si le ressortissant étranger réside hors de France. »). However, the 
Directive simply states that such people should not have the right of entry. French legislation provides, 
moreover, several exceptions to the necessity not to reside in France (L524-2 and L541-2 Ceseda). 
This is the case if the individual concerned is imprisoned in France under house arrest. Another 
exception is the re-examination of expulsion measures after a five-year period pursuant to Article 
L524-2 Ceseda. 
 

2.8 Final provisions (Chapter VII) 
 

2.8.1 Publicity (Article 34) 
 
Article 34 concerning publicity measures which should be undertaken by national authorities is not 
transposed as such. However, in practice, the internet site www.service-public.fr includes information 
on the rights and obligations of Union citizens and their family members. See http://vosdroits.service-
public.fr/particuliers/N112.xhtml?&n=Etrangers%20en%20France&l=N8. 
 

2.8.2 Abuse of rights (Article 35) 
 
Article 35 providing the possibility for Member States to take measures against abuses of rights is 
incorrectly transposed by the French legislation (L623-1 and L623-2 Ceseda). Sanctions are provided 
for in case of child recognition and marriage only for obtaining a residence card. In such cases, a 
measure of imprisonment up to 5 years or a fine for up to 15,000 EUR can be imposed, even if there is 
only a mere attempt to organise such a recognition or marriage. If the abuse is carried out by organised 
group, the sanctions can be extended to 10 years imprisonment and fines can reach 750,000 EUR. In 
addition, as a complementary sanction, an interdiction of residence for 5 years or an interdiction from 
the French territory for 10 years or indefinitely can be imposed. Such sanctions are considered as 
disproportionate. In addition, the procedural safeguards provided for in Articles 30 and 31 are 
incorrectly and incompletely guaranteed under the French system. 
 

2.8.3 Sanctions (Article 36) 
 
Article 36 of the Directive stipulates that Member States shall lay down provisions on the sanctions 
applicable to breaches of national rules adopted for the implementation of this Directive and shall take 
the measures required for their application. French sanctions, pursuant to Articles L624-1 to L624-4 
Ceseda seem disproportionate. Especially the possibility to pronounce an interdiction of the territory 
of ten years as a sanction, and not as consequence of a threat to public order pursuant to L 624-2 
Ceseda, is considered as an instance of non-conformity. The other sanctions applying to Union citizens 
and their family members are:  
 

• L624-1: three years imprisonment if the person has not respected a denial of entry, an 
expulsion measure stricto sensu, a sending back to the border measure, or if he/she reentered 
the French territory illegally after having been expelled less than one year ago. The same 
penalty applies to foreigners who do not present the necessary documents or who do not 

http://vosdroits.service-public.fr/particuliers/N112.xhtml?&n=Etrangers%20en%20France&l=N8
http://vosdroits.service-public.fr/particuliers/N112.xhtml?&n=Etrangers%20en%20France&l=N8
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provide the necessary information in order to execute such expulsion measures, or which give 
wrong information about their identity. 

• L624-4: three years imprisonment if the foreigner has not respected the order for confinement 
to his/her residence. 

 
Moreover, Article L121-2 Ceseda providing that foreigners who do not respect the obligation to 
register are considered as residing in France for less than three months, is a case of non-effective and 
disproportional sanctions (see Article 25 for more details). 
 

2.8.4 Transposition (Article 40) 
 
The Directive has mainly been transposed by the Law No 2006-911 of 24 July 2006 and Decree No 
2007-371 of 21 March 2007. Transposition was late. The Directive is correctly mentioned in the 
preamble of Decree No 2007-371 of 21 March 2007. It is also mentioned as a reference below the 
signatures of the Law No 2006-911 of 24 July 2006. 
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ANNEX II:  List of relevant national legislation and administrative acts 
 
Accessible via http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/home.jsp 
 
• Code on Entry and Stay of Foreigners and Right to Asylum (Code de l'entrée et du séjour des 

étrangers et du droit d'asile), as amended by Law No 2006-911 of 24 July 2006 on immigration 
and integration (Loi n°2006-911 sur l’immigration et l’intégration), Law n° 2007-1631 of 20 
November 2007 and Decree n° 2007-371 of 21 March 2007 (Ceseda) 

• Social Action and Family Code (Code de l’action sociale et des familles), consolidated version of 
3 April 2008 (Social Action and Family Code) 

• Social Security Code (Code de sécurité sociale), consolidated version of 1st April 2008 
• Criminal Code (Code pénal), consolidated version of 7 March 2008 (Criminal Code) 
• Criminal Procedure Code (Code de procédure pénale), consolidated version of 30 April 2008 

(Criminal Procedure Code) 
• Administrative Justice Code (Code de justice administrative), consolidated version of 6 January 

2008 (CJA) 
• General Tax Code (Code général des impôts), consolidated version of 3 April 2008 
• Law n° 99-944 of 15 November 1999 on Civil Pact of Solidarity (Loi n°99-944 relative au pacte 

civil de solidarité) (Law 99-944) 
• Décret n° 55-1397 du 22 octobre 1955 modifié instituant la carte nationale d'identité (Decree 55-

1397) 
• Loi n°79-587 du 11 juillet 1979 relative à la motivation des actes administratifs et à l'amélioration 

des relations entre l'administration et le public (Law 79-587) 
 

• Circulaire N°DSS/DACI/2007/418 of the Social Security Directorate of 23 November 2007 on 
granting Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie Universelle – CMU) or Complementary 
Universal Health Insurance (Couverture Maladie Universelle complémentaire – CMUc) to 
European Union, European Economic Space and Switzerland who are residing or wish to reside in 
France as inactive, students or job seekers (Circulaire relative au bénéfice de la couverture maladie 
universelle de base (CMU) et de la couverture maladie universelle complémentaire (CMUc) des 
ressortissants de l’Union Européenne, de l’Espace économique européen et de la Suisse résidant 
ou souhaitant résider en France en tant qu’inactifs, étudiants ou demandeurs d’emploi) 

• Circulaire NOR/INT/D/06/00115/C of 22 December 2006 on conditions of admission for stay and 
expulsion of Romanian and Bulgarian nationals from 1st January 2007 (Circulaire sur les 
modalités d’admission au séjour et d’éloignement des ressortissants roumains et bulgares à partir 
du 1er janvier 2007). 

• Circulaire N°IMIDO0768184C of the Ministry of Immigration, Integration, National Idendity and 
Co-Development of 12 October 2007 on justifications requested from European Union citizens 
and assimilated persons to benefit, at their own request, of a residence card (Circulaire relative aux 
justificatifs exigibles des ressortissants de l’Union européenne et assimilés pour bénéficier, à leur 
demande, d’un titre de séjour) 

• Circulaire N° NOR/INT/D/04/00134/C of 30 October 2004 of the Ministry of Interior, Internal 
Security and local freedoms ‘Conditions of examination of applications for being admitted to stay 
submitted by aliens in illegal situation in the framework of the provisions of the Ordinance of 2 
November 1945 as modified (Circulaire du Ministère de l’intérieur, de la sécurité intérieure et des 
libertés locales ‘Conditions d’examen des demandes d’admission au séjour déposées par des 
ressortissants étrangers en situation irrégulière dans le cadre des dispositions de l’ordonnance du 2 
novembre 1945 modifiée). 

• Circulaire N° 2008-1013 of 12 June 2008 of the Ministry of Education on Conditions for granting 
grants for higher education on the basis of social criteria and support based on merit and for 
international mobility (‘Modalités d’attribution des bourses d’enseignement supérieur sur critères 
sociaux et des aides au mérite et à la mobilité internationale - année 2008-2009’, NOR : 
ESRS0800122C, RLR : 452-0 ; 452-4, B.O. n° 26 du 26 juin 2008). 

• Circulaire n°2008-024 of 18 June 2008 of the National Caisse d’Allocations Familiales on 

http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/home.jsp


 

 

European Citizens’ right of residence (Circulaire de la Direction des politiques familiale et sociale 
de la CNAF ‘Droit au séjour des ressortissants communautaires’). 
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1. Cons. Const. Decision of 17 January 2002, n°2001-454 DC. 
2. Décision N° 97-389 DC du 22 avril 1997 du Conseil constitutionnel, « Loi portant diverses 

dispositions relatives à l'immigration ». 
3. Décision n° 2005-532 DC, 19 janvier 2006. 
 

• Conseil d’Etat 
 
1. CE, 3 février 1975, Min. Int. c/ Pardov : Rec. CE, p. 83. 
2. CE, 30 novembre 1979, Mendès, Recueil CE, p. 610 ; Juris-Data n°1979-043023. 
3. CE, 21 mars 1980, Ifrah : Rec. CE, p. 820. 
4. CE, 20 juin 1980, req. N° 11653, Madji. 
5. CE, 6 mai 1988, Abdul, Rec. CE, p. 182. 
6. CE, 24 mai 1989, Min. Int. c/ El Rhmani, n° 87588, Dr. Adm. 1989, commentaire n° 394. 
7. CE, 24 octobre 1990, Ragusi : Rec CE, P. 290. 
8. CE, Ass., 19 avril 1991, req. N° 117680, Mme Babas. 
9. CE 22 mai 1992. – 87.043. – Groupe d’information et de soutien des travailleurs immigrés 

(GISTI). 
10. CE, 23 juin 1993, req. N° 127342, Bouchelkia. 
11. CE, 24 janvier 1994, M’Barki, Recueil CE, p.28.  
12. CE, 22 janvier 1997, requête n° 163690, Nafa ; CE, 26 octobre 1998, Diallo, requête n° 173098. 
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25. CE, 27 October 2004, req. n° 266472, Yamoulé-Ounda.  
26. CE, 10 janvier 2005, req. N° 258740, Préfet du Rhône. 
27. CE, 19 mars 2007, req. N° 160740, Min. Int. c/ Antonijevicc. 
28. CE, 25 avril 2007, M. Issam, req. N° 288415. 
29. Conseil d'Etat, Sous-sections 2 et 7 réunies, 19 Mai 2008, N° 301813. 
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• Other Courts 
 
1. CAA Marseille, 8 mars 1999, req. N° 97MA01034, Malki. 
2. CAA Paris, 17 janvier 2006, req. N° 05PA02678. 
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